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SEND THIS IN NOW OR CALL 1-800-255-3700
To order your subscription now with VISA or MasterCard, call Mon. - Sat. 6 a.m. to 9 p.m.

Pacific Standard Time (PST). Sundays 6 a.m. to 7 p.m. (The Nintendo representative will

YES! I WANT 3 MORE YEARS OF NINTENDO POWER PLUS MY FREE

Player’s Guide for $49.95 U.S. funds ($69.95 Cdn.)!*

YES! I WANT 2 MORE YEARS OF NINTENDO POWER PLUS MY FREE

Player's Guide for $36.95 U.S. funds ($51.95 Cdn.)!*

YES! I want 12 issues of Nintendo Power plus my free

Player’s Guide for $19.95 U.S. funds ($27.95 Cdn.)!*

•PRICES LISTED INCLUDEALLAPPLICABLETAXES. PLEASEALLOW 4-4 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY.

CIRCLE ONE

SUPER MARIO 64

PLAYER’S GUIDE

#2536

SUPER MARIO RPG
PLAYER’S GUIDE

#2537

DONKEY KONG
COUNTRY

3

PLAYER'S GUIDE

#2538

ENCLOSE TH S ORDER FORM WITH YO R PAYMENT OR CREDIT CAR INFORMATION IN A STA
ENVELOPE AND MAIL TO:

NINTENDO POWER®
P.O. BOX 97043
REDMOND, WA 98073-9743

CANADIAN RESIDENTS REMEMBER TO USE AN INTERNATIONAL POSTAGE STAMP.

please print legibly in ink.

T'S THE MBR S NEXT TO YOUR NAME ON THE ADDRESS LA

d\\m\ 1TI

IEL ON YOUR MAGAZINE.

M PAYING FOR THIS MEMBERSHIP BY (C

D CHECK OR MONEY ORDER D VISi

PAYABLE TO NINTENDO (PLEASE DON'T
AND PLEASE DO NOT SEND CASH. SEND

HECK ONE):

MASTERCARD
TAPLE YOUR PAYMENT TO THE ORDER FORM.
NG CASH WILL HOLD UP PROCESSING OF ORDER.)

| | | | | |

HEw
CARDHOLDER S SIGNATURE

.
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SUBSCRIBE TO NINTENDO POWER NOW AND GET A FREE PLAYER S GUIDE WORTH $11*1

YOU CAN CHOOSE ONE OF THESE PLAYER S GUIDES*.

TURN THIS CARD OVER. FILL OUT ALL THE BLANKS, AND SEND IT IN! THEN YOU'LL

GET A FULL YEAR OF NINTENDO POWER AND ALL THE GUIDANCE YOU'LL EVER NEED.

*15.50 CON.

SUPER MARIO 64
THIS IS THE FIRST NINTENDO 64 PLAYER'S GUIDE!

IT'S SURE TO BECOME A COLLECTOR'S ITEM!

#2537 SUPER MARIO RPG!

LEGEND OF THE SEVEN STARS

#2538 DONKEY KONG COUNTRY 3.

DIXIE KONG'S DOUBLE TROUBLE
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That's why you need Nintendo Power! Every issue is pd’cktfd'jfljl
1

//

of secrets and strategies that can save your skin. (l
(
t'§1i((e having*.

*
*

your own tour guide to point out road hazards and escape^routes.')

After reading monthly features like Classified Information and

Counselors' Corner, you'll be playing with more power than ever

before! Just look at all the special tips and tricks inside this issue.

Not only will Nintendo Power give you maps and moves to improve'

your play, you'll get the latest reports on Nintendo 64.

Find out how N64 lets you watch Mario from any angle. Just a tap

of your finger on the controller and you're zooming in and out, or

pulling a 360 to see if Bowser is sneaking up from behind! Discover

how N64's responsive analog control stick lets you make Mario tip-

toe, crawl, jump, swim, fly, or sprint out of harm's way. Plus you'll

get reviews, previews, and rankings of games for all Nintendo systems.

A full year is just $19.95.* (That's a savings of $40 off the cover

price!) Subscribe now and you'll get your choice of one of three

Player's Guides—a $11 value. Just call 1-800-255-3700 to subscribe.

Or send in the card that's stuck in the middle of this ad. Don't wait,

if you miss the bus, you'll have to hitch a ride. And there's no telling

who, or what, may stop for you.
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Star Wars
Shadows or

the Empire
Need a special weapon
in Shadows of fhe

Empire? The March

issue has exclusive,

sfep-by-sfep Ups For

finding all fhe

Challenge Pol nfs!

**



Turok
Dinosaur Hunter
Smell the fear and
feel fhe sweat as you
delve into fhe darkest

heart of Turak's jun-

gle. Your adventure
begins on page 4D.

The name is Bond. The
game is GoldenEye
7. Preview Nintendo
Power's secret dossier

on Rare's upcoming
view to a thrill.

&
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I>UM MRU
We want letters! Help keep it interesting by writing Ini Got a

tough question? Send it to us! Want to start a discussion on a

hot topic? Bring it on. Player’s Pulse is your section!

(g| mum pome

quite different

from the U.S.

and

games that sell

well there

here in North America.

The continuing saga of

Epic Center

I have never written a letter to

Nintendo before, but I thought

under these dire circumstances

I would. I just read issue 90

and saw that you are discon-

tinuing the Epic Center. I say

this is a bad move. Epic

Center is my favorite section

of NP, and if you are running

out of games to cover for Epic

Center, I think you should try

and convince Nintendo of

Japan to bring more of the

Japanese RPCs to the U.S. I

was reading issue 87 and saw

your review of Fire Emblem.

The game looks absolutely

AMAZING! Please convince

the makers of this game to

bring it to the US. I would be

willing to pay $100 dollars to

play this game. Tactics Ogre

and Dragon Warrior 5 are just

a few I eagerly await. Feda,

Bahamut Lagoon, Tales of

Phantasia, Secret of Mana 2,

7th Saga 2... I know many

people who would love to see

these games in the U.S. Please

try to get these games brought

to our shores; otherwise, my

only alternative is to learn

;
Japanese.

Jeff Genovese

Via the Internet

Jeff (and everyone else who

wrote to protest the "discon-

tinuation" of Epic Center),

you need to read a little more

carefully. Epic Center has

most certainly not

been discontinued! However,

there may be issues where

there is simply not enough

epic news to print. For now it

looks like there are only a

few RPCs prospects on the

horizon. Rather than using a

lot ofpages covering

Japanese RPGs that may or

may not be released in North

America, we have decided to

give the column a break

every once in a while.

Actually, we are doing our

best to try to get some of

these games released in the

US, but there are a lot of

development issues to sort

out, and quite frankly the

chances look slim for most of

the titles you mentioned. By

the way, Jeff, learning

Japanese could be useful for

more than just playing

games!

Add NES games to your

investment portfolio

Since I got my NES way back

in 1 988, 1 have had a steadily

growing collection of video

games. I now have over 60

games for my NES, Game Boy,

Super NES and Virtual Boy,

and I'm sure to get many more

when I get a Nintendo 64.

Since I take my hobby of col-

lecting video games pretty

seriously, I was wondering if

there are any publications that

rate the value of various video

games and systems—or have

none of the oldest NES gone

up in value at all?

James Jackson

Via the Internet

As with any collectible,

video games are only

worth as much as peo-

ple will pay for them.

There is a brisk market

in selling old games

Stop your sobbing

I am sick of all the whining

about the coverage of the

N64. Especially that letter in

Volume 89, saying they are

not going to get the N64

until Christmas. Two points.

One, if they want it so bad,

why don't they earn or save

up the money for it. I have a

paper route and already have

two games and the N64.

Two, once they get the N64,

all they will be writing about

is how they wished there

were more N64 game cover-

age in their back issues.

Naomi Chiba •

What I am trying to say is,

MORE N64 COVERAGE!
Adrian Laney

Jacksonville, TX

You go, Adrian!

Japanese releases

Recently, I was surfing the net

when I decided to go to the

Nintendo Co. Ltd. site and

look around. I somehow

found a games list for Game

Boy and I found 35 games on

there, some that never came

out in America. Some titles I

couldn't read and others were

written in Japanese. Here are

some of the games that never

came out in America that I am

curious about: Radar Mission,

Pocket Monsters Trainers and

Mario's Picross 2. Now I'm

not sure if l listed them all, but

would you please show us the

first party games that never

came out in America for Super

Nintendo and Game Boy?

Andrew Bayless

Via the Internet

Andrew, there have indeed

been many games released

in Japan that never made it

to North America. Radar

Mission was, in fact,

released in the U.S., but

far. Pocket



ters on boring topics and,

well, I guess we'll print them

but no one will like it!

Give girls formal weapons
training

Player's Pulse is in desperate

need of a letter from a girl

who has the opinion of

many boys: that girls are not

treated as inferiors in video

games. Your letter section

makes it sounds like this is a

gender war, and it isn't. Let's

face it, princesses only get in

trouble because they gener-

ally have more coveted

magic ability (and the fact

that monsters would rather

eat princesses than princes).

So they get captured. Were

on the Internet, but as far as

we know there is no publica-

tion that tells the values of

classic games. Around here,

R.O.B. the robot seems to be

scarce, so if you have one of

those, hang on to it!

Chart miscalculation

I just got volume 90, and I

turned to the poster in the

middle of the magazine first.

AWESOME CHARTS! But, you
know that little part that says:

"If you can find more, prove

it?" Well, I found a grand total

of 146 coins in Bob-omb

Battlefield! First go through

the level collecting the 121

coins you originally found.

Then, go to those four wood-

en posts surrounding the

"Shadowy Star" that marks the

place where you get the star

after getting all the red coins.

Run three tight circles around

a post in any direction and
five coins will pop out. Repeat

this with the other three posts.

Then (here's the hard part) do
the same thing to Chain

Chomp's post. Don't let him
hit you! Try running around

the wooden posts in other lev-

els too!

Nick Walker

Vancouver, WA
Nick was just one ofmany
readers who found more

coins than we showed on the

Super Mario 64 chart in vol-

ume 90. We did

additional coins in Shifting

Sand Land (136) and

Snowman's Land (125).

Player’s Pulse in need of

fibrillation?

As I have always loved read-

ing your magazine, I am writ-

ing to express my concern

about Player's Pulse. In the

last issue, the Player's Pulse

was boring. Not only that, it's

too short. Moreover, the topics

are boring. During the last few

issues I have read complaints

from people wanting the old

manila folder in Classified

Information. If I may make a

suggestion, perhaps you

should print a message about

clubs on AOL. I think that

Girls in Video Games was

good, but kinda stupid

because nobody won.

Right now I could kick

myself for sending this in,

because I love NP and I

don't like to complain, but

some things have to be

fixed.

Will Rose

Littleton, CO
Let me get this straight, Will-

you think the Pulse is boring,

but you want it to be longer

?

Readers, Player's Pulse is

YOUR section of Nintendo

Power. Send us interesting

letters on controversial sub-

jects, and we'll print 'em.

Send us weak let-

indeed miss the

trick of running

around the posts.

Thanks to every-

one who pointed

this out. II is also

possible to get

Jessica Cousineau • Calgary, Alberta,

Background Art Jennifer Call • Newport News, Virginia
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nmw Tons of player votes have flooded in on games for all systems, making

this month's charts more representative of your gaming tastes than

ever. Strong votes from the pros, however, helped games like Tetris

Attack hold their own. Vote for your favorites by sending in your

Player's Poll Contest response card!

1 SUPER MARIO 64 NINTENDO 1 5

2 WAVE RACE 64 NINTENDO 2 S

3 SHADOWS OF THE EIUFIRE NINTENDO 3 S

4 MARIO KART 64 NINTENDO 5 2

5 KILLER INSTINCT GOLD NINTENDO 4 3

6 PILOTWINGS 64 NINTENDO 6 5

7 CRUIS'N USA NIHEEHDO 10 2

8 WAYNE GRETZKY'S

3D HOCKEY
MIDWAY 7 5

9 MORTAL KOMBAT TRILOGY MIDWAY NEW 1

10 TUROK: DINOSAUR HUNTER ACCLAIM 5

1 DONKEY KONG COUNTRY 3:

DIXIE KONG'S DOUBLE TROUBLE

NINTENDO , 4

2 TETRIS ATTACK NINTENDO 4 7

3 THE LEGEND OF ZELDA:
A LINK TO THE PAST

NINTENDO 2 60

4 SUPER MARIO RPG NINTENDO 3 10

5 SUPER MARIO WORLD 2:

YOSHI'S ISLAND

NINTENDO 16

6 CHRONO TRIGGER SQUARE 5 19

7 FINAL FANTASY III SQUARE « 26

8 DONKEY KONG COUNTRY 2:

DIDDY'S KONG QUEST

NINTENDO " 16

9 SUPER MARIO KART NINTENDO 9 u
JO SUPER METROID NINTENDO 6 34

The power playing pros at Nintendo

boosted puzzle powerhouse Tetris

Attack into the top three, but it still

wasn't enough to knock Donkey Kong

Country 3 out of the number-one spot.

The top Game Boy titles switched

position, and no new title was able to

crack the top five games. Link aims to

rule all the charts, and he probably

will when N64 Zelda is released.

i i

1 THE LEGEND OF ZELDA:
j
NIHTEHDO :

LINK'S AWAKENING

2 DONKEY KONG LAND 2 \ NINTENDO \

3 TETRIS
\

NINTENDO
\

4 TETRIS ATTACK
j
NINTENDO

j

5 METROID II: I NINTENDO
j

RETURN OF SAMUS

1. NINTENDO 64

2. THE LEGEND OF ZELDA 64 (N64)

3. MARIO KART 64 (N64)

4. SUPER MARIO 64 (N64

)

5. STAR WARS: SHADOWS OF THE EMPIRE (N64)

6. GAME BOY POCKET

7. WAVE RACE 64 (N64)

8. CRUIS'N USA (N64)

9. X-BAND MODEM ISNES)

10. DRAGON QUEST VI

(SUPER FAMICOM)

NINTENDO POWER



LETTERS, CONTINUED...

But he forgot to pack his wing cap

What can I say? The

Nintendo 64 is fantastic! I

purchased the system with

Super Mario 64 on the

first day, September 29th,

and I have played it

almost daily ever since!

Super Mario 64 is espe-

cially awesome! The best

game ever made? Most

definitely! It blows away

any 32-bit game out there!

By the way, since Mario

finds himself flying around

in a pyramid level in his

new 3-D adventure, it

only seems fitting to show
you how far I took my

Nintendo Power this past summer. How about to the great

pyramids of El-Giza, Cario, Egypt? That's me in the pho-

tographs with my May issue, in front of Khufu, the largest of

the three pyramids. But for some reason, I could not find any
winged caps around...

Wally Abdallah

Vernon Hille, IL

Wally, you should have looked for a big red block with a
question mark on it to bang your head against. Then the

wing cap would have been yours!

they prepared? No. It's not as

if needing any help proves

you are weak. In Final Fantasy

III, Terran and Celes didn't

mind being helped by men.

They knew that even though

they were powerful, there

were some things they could

not do themselves. Had

Princess Zelda had formal

weapons training, she might

not have gotten caught. But

Hyrule didn't seem to be in

danger so she didn't have any

use for learning how to fight.

I could point out at least eight

or so more examples I know
of, but I've made my point.

Both men and women need

help sometimes. And this is

NOT a gender war!

Kaitlin Kubilius

West Milton, OH
So, did one side win in this

controversial subject? Should

we lay this sorry discussion

to rest, orgo to round two?

One hundred issues of

pure Power
I have some ideas about what

you could include in your

1 00th issue. I mean, it's less

than a year away, and I've

been thinking about it. First,

you gotta bring back the 3-D

pictures like the ones in the

50th issue. They were awe-

some. I was the only one in

my family to see them right.

Speaking of the third dimen-

sion, I also think you should

include another pair of 3-D

glasses like the ones that came
with issue #75. 1 left 'em on

my dresser one day. When I

came home from school, they

were gone. Haven't seen them

since. By the way, remember

the Super Game Boy maga-

zine that came with an issue a

long time ago? The one that

showed pictures of Game Boy

games when you use a SGB.

Well, I think you should have

a Nintendo 64 magazine

come with the 1 00th issue,

because I really want to see

some more pictures of it.

Richard Penn

Via the Internet

Thanks for your ideas for our

100th issue, Richard. We are

also thinking about it, and we
want to do something spe-

cial. Ifany of you other read-

ers have ideas, be sure to

send them into Nintendo

Power Player's Pulse.

Speaking of Nintendo 64

magazines, we hope you

enjoyed the N64 Power Tips

book that came with your

January issue. Of course, that

went to subscribers only, so

ifyou didn't get it, you

missed out!

RIGHT AWAY!WRITE AWAY
Did you get a Nintendo 64 for the holidays? Or were you
stuck with Tickle Me Elmo? If you’re the proud new owner
of a Nintendo 64, let us know what you think of the “Fun

Machine.” Write! Write! Write!

NINTENDO POWER PLAYER’S PULSE
P.0. BOX 97033

REDMOND, WA 98073-9733

E-mail: noapulse@nintendo.com

PHONE DIRECTORY

NINTENDO
POWER

SUBSCRIPTS
SYSTEM SET- _
AND REPAIR

1 -800-255-3700
(1-800-422-4281 TDD)

6 a.m-9 p.m. Pacific lime.

Monday-Saturday
6 a.m.-7 p.m. Sunday

French- and Spanish-speaking
representatives are available.

TALK TO
A GAME

COUNSELOR
1 -900-288-0707

U.S. 95C per minute

1-900 -451-4400
Canada S1.2S per minute

(1-206-883-9714 TDD)
6 a.m.-9 p.m. Pacific time.

Monday-Saturday
6a.m.-7 p.m. Sunday

Callers under age IB need to obtain
parental permission to call.

POWERLINE
1 -206-885-7529
Prerecorded Game Tips
and Future Product

Information
News about recent releases and upcoming
games for all Nintendo systems. Call lor

help on Super Mario 64, Killer Instinct

Gold, Star Wars: Shadows of the Empire,

Pilot Wings 64 and Mortal Kombat Trilogy

lor the Nintendo 64. There's also help for

any Super Mario game for the Super NES,
Donkey Kong Land for Game Boy. any Zelita

game, Earthbound, Illusion of Gaia. lulls 2.

Super Metroid, Secret of Evermora
Trigger. Final Fantasy 3, Breath ol f

2. Killer Instinct, Street Fighter Alf
Super Punch Out, Mortal Kombat Z.
Kombat 3 and Ultimate Mortal Koi

This Call may be long distance, si

to get permission from whoever pi

phone bill before you call.

MODEM INI
THE SOURCE

To sign up: 1-800-827-6364. Ext. 12386

To access the Source: Keyword NINTENDO

Nintendo Power on the Internet:

WWW. NINTEND0.COM
e-mail: nintendo@nintendo.com

VOLUME 93 @BackgroundAit Rhonda Bowlin • Dalzell, South Carolina



A clean driving record won't get you squat in Mario Kart 64. Instead, Nintendo s

incredible racing game for the N64 rewards drivers who teeter on the edge of control

while ambushing their opponents. One, two, three or four Karters hurl insults,

bananas and Koopa Shells at each other as they careen through wild and challenging

3-D road courses. Those Karters driven to total mayhem may prefer to battle each other

in arenas. And purists may just want to set the fastest time on the planet. Only the

Master himself, Shigeru Miyamoto, could be behind this sequel to the best-sell-

ing Super NES Kart. From the green light to the checkered flag, the new Mario

Kart 64 is perfection and without a doubt the best multi-player game ever.



MARIO KART 64

Fake Items
These are actually bombs
disguised as an Item Boxes
When Karts touch them,

they blow into the sky.

Invincibility allows you to

blow through any item

without damage or to

weather a Thunder Bolt Super Mushrooms
Super Mushrooms give you
prolonged boosts to push
your Kart to maximum speed.

Boos
The best time to put Boos to use is

when an opponent has a super item Jf
such as the Thunder Bolt. If you

steal the Thunder Bolt, you

ensure that you won't be hit, Boos
plus you slow down the pack. Boos steal items from

another player when acti-

vated. They also can give you

limited invincibility.

Red Shells
Three Red Shells rotate around your

Kart. You can fire them at opponents, .

forward or backward.

Bananas
Bananas cause Karts to spin out. When
placed on corners, the victims may slip

off the track.

Spiny Shell
The Spiny Shell chases the

leader, and it can take out

others, too. Use it when you

are fairly close to the front.

—Sj/s '

I

Super
Super Stars

Red
Red Shells are most effective

when you are within sight of your

target on a straightaway.

They are especially useful

for ramming other Karts

when you're in a

crowd. As always, use

them quickly and get

more items.

Thunder Bolts
The Thunder Bolt strikes

every opponent's Kart,

shrinking them and lower-

ing their speed dramatically.

4% Green Shells
Green Shells travel in straight lines and^ bounce off walls. Eire them in narrow
corridors where they ricochet.

Mushrooms
Regular Mushrooms give your Kart

fiery power boosts.

The Super Mushrooms' attai

boosts are ideal for places

where your Kart loses speed,

such as on slopes orwhen cutting

across grass or dirt. They're also use-

ful for making up for lost speed if you rub

a wall.

Fake Items
The best place to drop

Fake Item Bombs is in line

with a bunch of other

Item Boxes. We recom-
mend placing them consis-

tently in the same
place so you can ,

remember to avoid f
them.

Itcm in Behind the Wheel

m
load

11

The great debate over which driver is

the best in Mario Kart 64 will rage for

years, but the truth is that every character

can win it all. It's really a matter of con-

trol and personal preference. The light-

weight characters (Yoshi, Toad, and

Peach) have quick acceleration but

may be harder to handle in the corners.

Peach Heavyweights such as Wario, DK
and Koopa may be slower off the

line, but they lose less speed in the comers

when they are in a power slide than the

lightweights. Mario and Luigi have balanc

abilities. Consider how you drive to make yc

choice. If you cut corners and go off t

track a lot, use a heavyweight. If you ha

no trouble keeping the lightweights

the track when you power slide, th

use one of them. Mario and Luigi

provide the greatest challenge.

Four Roads to Fun
Bet you can't beat just one way. In Mario Kart

64, drivers have four separate challenges. One
or two racers can compete for the Mario
Grand Prix-that's four prize cups on 1

6

courses. Two to four players can mix it up in the

Versus mode on the same 1 6 courses. A sin-

gle Karter can enter the Time Trials to set

the record on a course. And finally, two to four

players can butt bumpers in the Battle
Mode in four different arenas. If you want

to play one of the multi-player modes,

course, you'll need extra N64 controllers.

And if you have a Controller Pak, you can

save a ghost of your best race.

NINTENDO

64



Mushroom Cup
St stop on the Grand Prix circuit is the Mushroom

rom the relatively simple Luigi Raceway to the hair-

tracks in the Kalimari Desert, this first challenge will

j

^our skills fpr the tougher races ahead^

^uigi Raceway-
Lengthi 717m

ifhere are no shortcuts on this course but nice,

Iwide turns that are great for power slides. Use

.^aB-aes*--. Mushrooms when

coming up the

BALLOOM (g)

An extra Item Box is attached to the hot air bal-

loon above the track on the front straightaway.

Hop up and grab it and let it cycle through the

items until it .

stops on the g<s?S/S M
Spiny Shell.

POWER SLIDE (D
Learn to power-slide by pushing the

R Button as you turn into a corner. You

can control the slide using the

Each time youControl Stick,

move the stick back and forth,

Kart's smoke changes color.

Release the R Button for a mini-

boost if you have orange smoke.

Once you master the power

slide, you'll be on your way to

the checkered flag.

loo Moo Farm
Lengthi 527m

This mole-infested track through a dairy farm features

lots of wide turns, perfect for power-sliding, and obsta-

t
cles that include an overpass and moles. Since power-

sliding is the most important skill in Mario Kart 64, this

;
is another great place to practice.

OVERPASS (D
After the last mole field,

you'll pass under a bridge. In a close race,

you can try to force an opponent against

one of the support columns and cause a

crash.

MOLES ®
The mole colonies extend from the inside

corner to the middle of the track, so by
x

using your power slide to stay wide, you'll

keep up your speed and miss the moles. If

you hit a mole, though, you'll be launched

skyward.

0 mem

s,
-
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Koopa Troopa Reaelm
Lengthi 691m M

You won't find any Koopa Troopas on thisj

beach, but you will find plenty of shortcut
jumps and crabs. Mushrooms are the most
important item here because they allow you
to blast through the tunnel.

srinrYshell®
you're tired of playing Follow the Leader,

lere’s one sure way to mix things up. Before the
rove of palm trees, use a Mushroom to get a
eeded boost up the ramp. You'll get the Spiny
hell in the Item Box above the rock.

TWO SHORTCUTS (3)
After the first jump, head to the

right, go around the rock and

,

across the bay on a sandbar.

The second shortcut is through

the tunnel. Go under the arch,

to the left of the three ramps,

then use a Mushroom to boost

_ up the next

ramp and

shoot over to

(he

CRABS (2)

These crawling crus-

taceans can be found on kraggagttfttMflH

many stretches of the

beach course II you hit |
one, you'll spin out as you would when hit-

ting a banana. You can steer around them or

use the Invincibility Star.

THE TRAITS (T)

The train chugs along -y iiQT: h~jjrtQF

the track shown on the

map, crossing the race H
approach a crossing at H
the same time as the train, and you can't

race ahead of it, it's best to stop and wait

for it to pass.

The desert loop is one of the most decep-j

tive courses in the game. There's the train]

to contend with, and narrow roadways,^

but often the hardest part is just distin-'J

guishing the road from

the desert.

I The train tunnel may look like a conve-

B nient shortcut, but once you exit the

j
tunnel, you'll find a long fence that

forces you to travel just as far as if you
had stayed

on the road.

sizuaro ®
Right after the start, you climb a hill, then gc

into a left curve. Begin a power slide at the

crest that carries you to the next straight,

the second slide begins on the hill after

the second crossing.



Flower Cup
This is where things start to get interesting. jBig Rig traf-

fic, falling boulders, exploding snowmen land hairpin

turns are just the frosting on the cake.

Toad’s Turnpike.
Length* 1,036m

/The squeeze is on when you bash bumpers dm
PToad's Turnpike. With all this traffic, it can be

gtough finding a clear area to power-slide.

When the road ahead is crowded, hug the rail

and squeeze ahead of the congestion. Usually,

there's more room along the

rail than between two lanes of

traffic, but not always. Watch

out for the bus!

.(Tjjjntendttl

ITEM FITS ®
The items sit alongside the road on

this course, and you can use that tc

your advantage,

f’owei -slide into H
the pit and take

out all the items so

lll.lt no imp behind H
vo, i can gel them. I v

'rappe Snowland
Length* 734m

Snowmen blowing their tops and icy canyons make this course

a winter blunderland. One slip can bring you to a frozen stop.

But it's not all bad news. The wide turns are great for power-

sliding pros. M

'sfirii
|| ye HI in;.; loi > \\ itle ml of

the final turn, you'll slide

right off the bridge. But if you power-

slide through the turn and get a mini

boost, you should rocket across the

bridge safely.

A FROSTYFIELD ®
This could be your worst

nightmare: a field spotted Cp
- . with exploding snowmen.

™
Head just to the left of the giant

snowman's belly where there is a * »

safe line.

SNOWMEN ®
On many curves of the course, you'll

find snowmen waiting along the

edges. If you hit one, you'll blow up

and lose precious seconds. Be care- .

ful as you power-slide in areas with A

these explosive snowballs.
™

NINTENDO POWER
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POWER CURVES
Keep your speed high

by using the power

slide through the

long curves on
Choco Mountain.

r Power-slide through

the first turn, then quickly switch to an opposite
slide. You can slide all the way through the boul-

der curve with power.

FALLOUT (g)

It's not hard to avoid the falling

rocks, but doing so while power-slid-

ing through this long corner is more
of a challenge. Move the Control

Stick back

-Cltoco
Lengthi

You'll have to control your power slides

fully in this course, keeping away from

walls, which can drain all your speed,

forcing your opponents

the walls to

them down.

OVER
When using the more powerful Karts, you'll

notice that the railing along the boulder curve

is missing. Keep your power slide close

to the wall.

)

I

Mario Racew«
Lengthi 567m

This course may not look so tough at first*

glance, but the tight turns and narrow road-

way will challenge any Karter. The sandy

borders slow down players who stray, espe-J

dally lightweights such as Toad and Peachji

Use power slides on the pavement.

'3KSGB'

arouncfc,

! Of til?'

I sand Using a

. Cut dose to 'the'

for the pipe tun-

it the pavement

II firing.

rvioS/S ‘aKEGTSSTg

VAvfes
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There's a little of everything in the Star Cup. The

Stadium is wide-open while the Castle is like a maze. In

Sherbet Land, you need to stay on the ice, but On the

Royal Raceway, you'll take to the air.

/<)ri» Stadium.
Lengthi 1,591i

phis incredibly long course is a test of stamina. If you

*fall behind, you'll have lots of time to catch up. Most

Corners are wide, so try to get mini-boosts.

This dirt ramp sends you up and over anoth-

er part of the course. If you activate a

Thunder Bolt when an oppo-

non l is in the air. he or she

will fall onto the- wrong

Near the end

of the course is

the one deadly

corner the

MSSSfep
slide early into

this right-angle renegade, and

into the next turn.

-boost

Sherbet Land
Lengthi 756m
penguins—something of a trade-

in Miyamoto games these

out to be the biggest

on this treacher-

track.

CUTTING CORNERS ©
Jagged corners along the edge of the ice sheet pre-

sent a hazard and an opportunity. If you aim at the

narrow tip of the opening, you can hop over it and

save time, but if you misjudge the angle or hop,

you could end up in the frigid lake and lose

lots of time.

THEINSIDE LINE ®
The ice tunnel is a giant S-curve. Hug the

inside apex of the turn to avoid most of the

penguins and confusing alternate routes.

While on the inside, you can also steer

opponents into those columns of ice.

@ MTEHIIO POWER
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%

Royal Raceway
Length! 1.025m

The castle grounds make for a lush course with killer

curves. The narrow roadways and tight corners make it

a great track for dropping peels and bombs but a lousy aSH|
track for green shells.

BANANA SPLITS (T)
The narrow, sharp turns on the Royal

Raceway are great for dropping

bananas, especially on the final S-

curve. Use the power slide to keep
your speed

high.

FLYSTRAIGHT (3)^ Karts tend to drift sideways unless they're per-

fectly aligned. Normally, you can correct this, but
there's nothing you can do if you're in the air. So, on the

big jump, line up with the

booster arrows

to ensure a good landing.

THEFINAL S-CURVE®
Drain a little speed going into the lead-in curve,

then power-slide through the S-curve, cutting

across the grass if you're worried about

hitting the water.

BRIDGE OF TERROR (J)
In the third room with Thwomps, race

down the far right side and power-slide

through the doorway to line up with

the bridge.

Bowser’s
Length! 777m

This is one seriously demented race track. Almost
all the corners are right angles instead of curves,

so you have to drive wide then cut across the

corners. The crashing Thwomps make for an even
greater challenge.

OUTSIDEBET @
On the causeway, take the out-

side lane for the fastest time. Jump

to the left of the block house. The

inside lane is blocked by a

brick wall.

TWIN THWOMPS
In the second Thwomp
room, head down the far

left side. To exit, aim for the

gap between the closest Thwomp
and the wall. At worst, you'll

bounce through.



The most challenging foursome of courses remains if

you win your way to the Special Cup by placing in each

of the previous cups. Prepare for peril!

D.K.'s Jungle Parkway

—

Length! 893m
D.K.'s home track has a little of

reverything-riverbank curves, a boosted jump,

a tunnel-you can even be attacked. In spite of

the narrow road, Karters can power-

slide through many of the turns 10

maintain their speed. .•'SsjteNv

PADDLEJUMPING®
k Jumping the river and the pad-

* dle-wheel steamer is easy, but

& landing right isn't. Stay on

i

the left side of the booster,

aim straight and jump.

SSSh When you land, power-

’ WpfJ slide to the left. By stay-

ing left, you'll miss land-

ing off the course.

JUNGLEBUNGLE
If you stay off the course for P
more than a second, the

gg
denizens ofthe jungle will bop 8
you with spiked nuts. Don't

bungle it-stay on course!

CUTIN THEDARK®
In the tunnel, you can power-

slide up the hill to the higher part

of the track to cut it short. Start

the slide when you see the

torches on the wall above.

Joshi Valley
fe,.. Lengthi 772m
K,Definitely one of the toughest courses in the

Et game, Yoshi Valley is a maze of crossing paths and

K dangerous drops. Even worse, there's _

L a giant egg to crack you up.

WHERE TO GO? (3)

This is the big question. Take the inside

loop for the fastest, but most dangerous,

trip. The outside path may be easier, but it

is slower. On the inside paths, you have

tough turns and Spinys but fast times. Try

^ them all to see which one suits you best.

GRASS CUTTINGS (XfgHjHO|
You can shave some time

from your record or jump H
ahead of the competition by

cutting across the grassy stretch just before

the finish li As you race up the hill,,

use a boost Mushroom when you seel

the sign. Invincibility also works.

i ho giant egg spins around, block-

the entrance to the rope bridge. The posi-

*lion changes slightly from left s/arfjra^

to right, giving one side an '5S. yyp
1 '

advantage. Take it. gfc&Kfc

A SPINY SITUATION ©
The inside tracks are littered with Spinys,

which make you spin out like banana

peels do. The only thing you can do is

find the straight line between them and go

NINTENDO POWER
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HOP THESTAR (T)
In the stone house near the end of the course,

you’ll see a thick wooden post. By pressing the

R Button, you can hop over the tip of the star-

’ shaped hole in the

and bypass the

around the post.

Banshee
Length! 747m

The right-angle turns and lack of rails

many areas of Banshee Boardwalk can spell

SPLASI I for unwary Karlers. The top tip is

start your power

BOO WHO?
The Boos who haunt the boardwalk may get

face, but don’t let them ruin your day.

don’t slow you

down at all. Just

focus through

the Boo or to

the side and

you’ll exorcize

the ghost.

JUMP SKIPPING (|)
Some of the sharp turns can be

out by hopping

the inside angle. Jump

just as you reach the edge and

try to clear more than a

narrow span.

Rainbow Roac
Length! 2,000m £j

It’s long, but the Rainbow Road doesn't stop youl

with dangerous curves. Instead, it will wear yowl

out. One mistake gives your opponents a big

advantage. If you stay clear of the Chomps, you*

should blaze.

BEWARE: CHOMPS!
One chomp from a Chomp will ruin your race.

Your only defense is to evade them. Watch
them move in a zigzag pattern so you can

anticipate where they are going. If you find one

moving up a hill, though, it will come straight

at you, so move to the side to pass it.

nxamc tusks ®
The huge turns on the Rainbow Road are ideal for

power slides with mini-boosts. If you make the com-
plete loop and exit wilh a boost, you'll leave all of

the computer opponents (and most human oppo-

nents) in your dust. j

If you're so hot that you can win the

Gold trophy in each of the four Cup

chance toTournaments, then you'll get a i

prove just how great you really are. You'll be

given the chance to race the mirror version of i

each course. That's a nice reflection on you. 1



Battle Arena
Now it's really time to earn your balloons. Battle Mode, for two,

three or four Karters, takes place in one of four battle arenas.

You each have three balloons, which can be knocked off or

shot off with shells. The last driver with a balloon wins.

Dig Donut
“The round Donut arena is the simplest

f course, but it has dangers, too. If you have

^trouble finding your opponents, try hiding

ibehind a brick wall or
i-rnriTir-*-

f reversing direction DONUTHOLE ®
Although you probably won't drive

k into the hole intentionally, you can

bump. opponents into it or leave

a trail of banana peels that

leads to its edge.
COPE WITH THE SLOPE

The slope on the upper portion of the

Donut arena is littered with item boxes.

This is a great place to drop bombs, but if

L 1
~
'iTB-gf yOU tlo.

where you 1
put them or ’

else you might

surprise yourself.

Block Fort
jf The Block Fort has more variety than the other battle arenas. You

- drive around on three levels, ambush drivers from above, or even c

on them from

the skyways, *

Watch out.

though. You'll

!

Ix-gm this battle n .2*3
~ ~

" |

race to l.xe with Ij

g '|M BET
DAMPIT UP (j)

Ramps can be used

defensively when

you're in trouble

with a red "homing"

shell hot on your

tailpipe. Zip up a

ramp and take the
||

first sharp corner ag

to escape.

NINTENDO POWER
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Double Deck^Si
Actually, there are three levels to the Double-3^E^Kj
Deck arena. The coolest thing about the Decks
is that you can hop over the edge of the upper

levels to reach the lower levels, thus leaving

your enemies bamboozled.

nsoppimaouT ®
Foes aren't the only ones you can leave

behind by jumping over the edge of the top

deck. If a Red Shell is closing in, go over

the edge, then reverse direction to lose it.

SURPRISEATTACK
With so many right-angle corners

around, you can make use of them by

placing banana peels and bombs just

beyond a corner. Karters who slip on

a peel lose ________
one balloon.

GREENANDMEAN ©
Since Green shells bounce off I

walls until they hit a Kart, fill the I

lower deck with bouncing gree- j

nies. Just make sure that you I

don't wander into your own trap. I

The fourth arena is located high

on the roof of a skyscraper. As

you might expect, the

biggest danger (besides

your opponent) is

'.mi; <>!t Rrm.-rr.

her. speed kills

IBB THEFITS ©
Along the and

the holes between the

inner and outer tracks, you'll

notice slightly raised fences. At

top speed, you can leap over these

fences and jump your Kart over the pits

to escape followers.

DANCER
BELOW 0

Jumping over the side

holes is tricky. Don't drive ^
straight at them and jump

because you'll speed right over

the outer edge. _
To slay on track,

approach and

jump the hole at Bn^^. j

HOLD ’EM ®
If you can hold your opponents on the

outer track, you'll have more freedom to

get items and attack from the inside. You

can attempt this daring strategy by block-

ing the bridges with bananas and bombs.
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Years ago the Soviet Union developed the

GoldenEye satellites, devices designed to

deliver an electromagnetic pulse over

any battlefield. Now someone has stolen

the satellite's computerized control

jcards, and the fate of the world rests on

the shoulders of James Bond, British

Secret Agent 007.

GoldenEye 007 is a 3-D action game with

spectacular first-person graphics and

sound so real you'll be shaken and

stirred. A dynamic range of background

music and realistic graphics place you in

shoes of the world's most famous secret

agent. The game's features mirror the

action in the movie—even the faces of

the actors have been texture mapped

onto the characters. While we reviewed

an early version of the game, the graphic

details were stunning and realistic—right

down to the smoking, bullet pockmarks

in the walls. The game also features an

extensive weapons arsenal and cool spy

gadgets. Whether you're a Bond fan or a

3-D game aficionado, you'll want this

thriller in your sights.

M BRIEF
M outlines the reason- for your mission

and your objectives. She may also advise

you of restrictions or hazards related to

your assignment.

MISSION STATUS
The Mission Status screen actually

includes a complete dossier of all the

information related to your mission.

You can review your briefing with M,

the latest gadgets from Q Branch, any

late breaking news from Moneypenny

and your Mission Objectives summary.

Q BRANCH
Check the information file for a t

summary on how to use Q's latest

traption—and do try to return it in

AVAILABLE WEAPONS
The Available Weapons screen provides

a comprehensive list of the weapons or

mines that you are carrying.

MONEYPENNY
In addition to brightening your day with

her biting sense of humor, Moneypenny

updates your information files with late-

rHr.ii
|

breaking news. She can also do

s you come

missions.across

'
j
OBJECTIVES

1 J Check the status of your work

in the field on the Mission Objectives

screen. You'll be notified of any unfin-

ished business, like Neutralizing Security

or Recovering Data. A flashing "INCOM-

PLETE" message appears next to any

assignment that remains unfulfilled.

BACKGROUND ""

The Background information screen sum-

marizes everything related to your cur-

rent position and catches you up on the

latest intelligence information.

You can reconfigure your controller func-

tions and adjust the volume of the sound

effects and background music on the

Controller Functions screen.

W*'
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Areas
G AND START WALKING

ING MAN IN GOLDENEYE
HAVE COMPLETE FREEDOM TO
THROUGH THE SAME LOCATIONS
IN THU MOVIE. BUT YOU MIGHT

The arkangel
CHEMICAL WEAPONS
FACTORY, U.S.S.R.

Nine years before the GoldenEye satel-

lites were stolen, Janies Bond and British

Agent 006, Bond's good friend, Alec

Trevelyan, infiltrated and destroyed the

Arkangel Chemical Weapons Factory.

During the operation, 006 was captured

and shot. Assuming that his companion

was dead, Bond escaped from the burning

factory. The game version of this facility is

heavily fortified, and you'll need to find

certain keys before you can reach the

chemical weapons storage area.

Space weapons
CONTROL CENTER,
SEVERNAYA, SIBERIAN
RUSSIA

The Space Weapons Control Center in

Severnaya, Siberia is the electronic nerve cen-

ter of the GoldenEye operations and all of the

other top-secret projects in the Russian Space Defense network. Xenia Onatopp and

General Ourumov, the corrupt head of Russia's Space Division, use the Tiger Helicopter

to break into the weapons control center and steal the control cards for the GoldenEye

satellites. While the security cameras identify General Ourumov as friendly, they won't

1

recognize you. If any of the cameras in the facility spot you, an alarm will

sound and alert the guards.

1 i

Its



The FRENCH
FRIGATE, LAFAYETTE

(James stumbles on a plot to steal the Tiger

[Helicopter, a prototype stealth aircraft

that is immune to all forms of electronic

warfare, including electromagnetic puls-

es. Bond must board the LaFayette and

stop the aircraft demonstration before

Xenia Onatopp, an ex-Soviet agent, can

steal the Tiger. The floor plans of the

frigate in the game are detailed and com-

plete with narrow corridors, realistic

lighting, and steep, grated stairwells.

Cover is scarce to non-existent.

^MNTENDO64

CONTROL
CENTER, CUBA

- -

i l-M
)U w

J
r

h
• J 25 | a

Ourumov may have

destroyed the Space

Weapons Control Center in

Severnaya, but a secondary con-

trol center is hidden in Cuba. Bond

must infiltrate the heavily defend-

ed facility and disable the comput-

er system before the second

GoldenEye satellite destroys

London. This facility is the most

heavily fortified structure in the

game, complete with robotic gun

turrets and Ml 6-toting guards.

Statue park,
ST. PETERSBURG,
RUSSIA

Looking for clues, Bond

arranges a meeting with

the mysterious underworld

weapons dealer named Janus.

Janus agrees to meet with

007 in the dark shadows

of the Soviet Union's forgot-

ten monuments. During the

meeting, Bond discovers

that Janus is actually Alec

[Trevelyan, formerly Agent 006, the

he left for dead in the Arkangel Chemical

Weapons Factory. Trevelyan intends to

make sure Bond won't reveal his secret

or his connections to

General Ourumov. The

monument graveyard is a

treacherous and forebod-

ing maze of statues, with

unseen dangers lurking

behind every chunk of

broken mortar.

THE ST. PETERSBURG
PRISON, RUSSIA

After escaping from Trevelyan's trap at

the monument graveyard, James is appre-

hended by the Russian authorities. Bond

tries to tell his interrogator about

Ourumov's crooked operation, but the

general interrupts the interrogation,

frames Bond for the murder of the inter-

rogator and attempts to shoot 007 "for

trying to escape." Bond has no choice but

to flee the prison and seek refuge in the

nearby archives. The layout of the archive

rooms in the game replicates the floor

plan used in the movie.

mma @



You can't

BRING TWO

VIDEO GAMERS

TOGETHER

WITHOUT SOME-

ONE PROPOSING A FI

COMPETITION—THAT

IATURE OF THE GAMING BEAST.

Ta KE It On

The Road
Since the dawn of video games, players

have been on a never-ending quest to

post the highest scores, the best per-

formance stats and the most wins

for every game they could gel

their thumbs on. Competitive

Now YOU CAN GET A JUMP

ON YOUR OPPONENTS EVEN

BEFORE YOU STRUT IN THE

door. With an N64
Controller Pak, you can

CARRY YOUR BEST LAP

TIMES, HOTTEST TEAM

STATS, BADDEST CUSTOM

PLAYERS AND MORE, RIGHT IN

YOUR POCKET, READY TO TAKE

ON ALL CHALLENGERS!

spirit was expected, and where gamers

gathered, you knew there would be chal-

lenges aplenty, complete with tales of that

"terrific score/leam/character on my Pak at

home that would blow yours away!" Now

with the N64 Controller Pak, you can put

your money where your mouth is!

What is the NG4 Controller Pak, you

ask? To put it simply, the NCP consists of a

Q imampom

*
#



Memories Are

Made Of This

memory chip and a battery in a small car-

tridge, which plugs into the bottom port of

your N64 controller. If your game is.NCP-

compatible, you'll be able to save game

data directly to this cartridge. This save

function is separate from any normal save

or password options your game may have.

You can use the NCP as a back-up save file

for your game, or you can take your data

and load it onto another copy of the same

game on another N64 system. Depending

on the title, you may be able to save and

transport everything from high scores to a

sports team's winning season record to cus-

tom characters with multiple special

options. In some cases, you'll be able to

combine two or more sets of stats and rank-

ings or even pit championship teams from

different game Paks against each other! We
should make it clear that not all N64 games

will be NCP compatible, and save options

will vary from title to title. From what we've

seen of current and future NCP compatible

games, though, the competitive possibili-

ties are'definitely exciting!

Came Paks use static

J?AM chips to store all

rewritable information,

including save files and

the like, and the N64

Controller Pak uses the

same kind of memory

chips for its save functions.

Super NES Games were

generally equipped with

64k or 126k RAM chips,

while the NCP uses a 256k

chip. While this may not

seem like much RAM in

this day and age, it's more

than enough for this job. Even if future

games demand more storage capacity,

Nintendo engineers assure us that it would

j^§fljjite simple to upgrade the NCP to one,

two, three or eygnfgur megabits of RAM!

So how much is 256k worth in practical

gaming terms? The NGf actually measures

and displays its storage spaG&.ii^"pages,"

and you can fit up to 1 23 pages orc!£ta~-

on one cartridge. Most games will

require no more than ten pages per save

file, and you can have up to six save files

on one NCP. You can't save data from the

same game to more than one memory

slot (for example, if you've copied your

Kl Gold data to the first save file, you

can't copy Kl Gold data to the second

save file, even if it's from a different game

Pak or a different point in your game), but

you'll always have the option to update

or erase the data that's already there.

All-Star Line-Up

By now you're probably wondering which

current games are compatible with the N64

Controller Pak. As of this writing, Mario

Kart 64, Wave Race 64, Cruisin' USA, Kl

Gold, Wayne Gretzky's 3-D Hockey and

NBA Hangtime are all confirmed as NCP
compatible. (Star Wars: Shadows of the

Empire was originally planned as an NCP
compatible title, but this option was

dropped just prior to the game's release.)

More NCP compatible titles are currently in

development, including Nintendo's space

mission adventure StarFox 64, now sched-

uled for a spring release.



f to GIVE YOU A' BETTER. IDEA OF WHAT*?I)U CAN4M WTO

your N6A Controller Pak, we’ve outlined the.

SAVgtSfMm FOR SIX NCP COMPATIBLE GAMESJ BILLOW.

We’ve^drained our brains to fjllMir-'Paks With oi

»%flY records. If you’d liketo m an^CPTSaded

UWITtiv0y#()l6HifeRF0RMANCES^|& JUST SEND US.

A

2fe?M!l,jF«®RAWTOR^AHEfeu WIN rN NCRg
B|?ACFeWiTH POIN^O^^^AHE^^TJ^CHoim^

Cruis’n USA
Pages per Save File: 7

N64 Controller Pak Save Options: Save your track records, (including thg^^itoun-

try run), controller button configurations and vehicle upgrades.

Prize Pak: This prize Pak will contain a completed cross-country race and the fastest ver-

sions for all the basic vehicles, including the '63 Muscle Car, the La Bomba, the

Devastator VI and the Italia P69. Use our revved-up road warriors to set your own land

speed records and make it to the Cruis'n USA Hall of Fame!

Pages per Save File:

N64 Controller Pak S.ivcvHbK^H: -
j

Options: S.i\e u|> l>> two

"ghost mode" time trials.

You can challenge a ghost racer tHbtcpI ay o

the saved trial!

Prize Pak: This prize Pak will contain^®

mode time trials for two of the toughest traSS

Race bumper-to-bumper with Nintendo's best

Pages per Save File: 3

N64 Controller Pak Save Options: Save the special options up to Level Three. The

special options are normally available after completing the Training mode on differ-

ent difficulty levels.

imp Prize Pak: This prize Pak will contain all special options through Level

Three, including Throw Damage adjustment, Easy Breakers, Invisible

Tag, Aerial Camera, Full Super bar, Full Breakers, Powered Finishes,

Missiles, Fast fireballs, Auto-Double on/off and the loo-cool Cold,

liforms! You'll be able to put a big smack downWhite and Shadow

on your opponents and look cool doing it!

NINTENDO POWER



Wayne Gretzky's 3-D Hockey,
Pages per Save File: 7

N64 Controller Pak Save Options: Save your season

progress and career stats, including your records

against all teams in all divisions.

Prize Pak: This prize Pak will contain a full, 82-game

winning season with Wayne Gretzky and the New
York Rangers, right up

to the NHL playoffs. All

the in-your-face action

of the playoffs will be

yours to savor!

OFFICIAL CONTESTRULES

No purchase necessary. To enter, print your name, address, telephone number,

your choice of one of ihe six N64 Controller Pak prizes, and the answer to the

trivia Question, "Howmany pages of data can the N64 Controller Pak hold?"

on a3 1/2" x 5" card and send it to the addressshown at the right

One entry per person, please. All entries must be postmarked no later than

March 1, 1997.We are not responsible for lost or misdirected mail. On or about

March 14, 1997, winners will be randomly drawn fromamong all eligible entries.

By accepting their prizes, winners consent to the use of their names, pho-

tographs. or other likenesses for the purpose of advertisements or promo-

tions on behalf of "Nintendo Power" magazine and Nintendo of America Inc.

(NOA) without further compensation. Prizes are limited to one per household

Chances of winning are determined by the total number of entries received.

No substitution of prizes is permitted. All prizes will be awarded. To receive a

1997.

Grand Prize. Ten Gran

Xeof“a“priz^B!

se and registration fees shall be the st

'ccsofNOA.itsaffil-

his contest is subject to all feder-

tderal, state and local taxes,

i responsibility of the winner.

Wave Race 64

N64 Controller Pak
Mobile Memory!

Pages per Save File: 2

N64 Controller Pak Save Options: Save

your race and stunt records, progress

through the racing circuits, controller and

custom rider configurations. Data from an

NCP can be combined with

data on a game Pak to produce

a new, unified set of records and

rankings!

Prize Pak: This prize Pak will

contain a full set of open cours-

es, including the Hard, Expert

and Reverse level courses, plus

a roster of custom riders set to

our expert specifications!

The Great N64
Controller Pak

Brain-Drain

Giveaway

Ten lucky winners will receive one Prize

Pak of their choice. Write down your pick of the

Paks on a postcard and send it w. If we draw your

name, you win! Choose from the prize Paks below:

• Cruis'n USA Prize Pak: The fastest

versions ofjall fpur basic cars!

• Wave Race 64 Prize Pak: A full set

of open courses, plus all riders cus-

tomized to our expert specifications!

• Kl Gold Prize Pak: All options

through Level Three, including the spe-

cial Gold, White and Shadow uniforms!

• Mario Kart 64 Prize Pak: Record-

setting ghost mode time trials on two of

• Wayne' Gretzky's 3-D Hockeyt

Prize Pak: A full, 82-game winning sea-,

son with Wayne Gretzky and the New
York Rangers!

• NBA Hangtime Prize Pak: One cus-

tom player with maxed-out attributes!

SEND YOUR ENTRIES TO:

Nintendo Power
Brain Drain Giveaway
P.0. Box 957
Redmond, WA 98073-0957

feu.N/ it -s



Hutt and Han Solo. To celebrate the new .theatrical rejeas^s..^ ,

of the other films in the Star Wars trilogy. Dark Horse will

also release Special Edition graphic novels of Stard/VaKsjJ&.e

Empire Strikes Back and Star Wars: Return of the f€di, both .

of which will contain bonus art work for Star Wars fans. You

can find these Dark Horse^nfi'cs at /SuPof^^mic-booTT

specialty store (phone 1-888-266-422fTto'find a store near-'

“

you) or you can , ortferrthemsdirgetly frotncD^k-Ho^i)by_ -i

phoning 1-800-862-0052. _ J >

In this, the climactic sequence of Nintendo Power’s presen-

tation of Dark Horse Comics' Shadows of the Empire graph-

ic novel, the treacherous Prince Xizor meets his destiny.

Dark Horse Comics has created graphic-novel adaptations

of all of the films in the Star Wars trilogy. An all-new graph-

ic novel adaptation of Star Wars: A New Hope has recently

been released with artwork by long time Star Wars artist Al

Williamson. This Special Edition includes scenes from the

movie rerelease, including the encounter between Jabba the

imtwo power
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ALLIANCE, DASH. TOU'RE A GOOD
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Turok hails from a long line of hunters

whose%oic exploits, in keeping the

baddies 'of the Lost Land locked up,

have been chronicled by the Turok

comic book series from Acclaim.

Dinosaur hunting is one of those jobs

that doesn't get many volunteers.

What does it take? You'll explore the

3-D terrain, defend yourself from

attacks, pick up weapons, health, keys
|

and other items, and uncover thq.best^t

puzzles, /and BambiJ

p

1 - 1 • US
l b

i



the Lost Land into dimensions where teal people live. You'll

have to use all of your cunning (and the occasional nuclear

grenade), to Keep Campy's bionically enhanced theropods from

dining on your neighbors. Here's a glimpse of what lies ahead.

So, what's all the fuss about the Lost World? It seems that

Turok's arch-enemy, the Campaigner, is collecting the scat-

tered pieces of a fiendish device known as the Chronoscepter.

This powerful, ancient weapon will allow him to escape.from

THE ARSENAL OF FREEDOM
you really want to leave a lasting impffession, pick up the

grenade launcher or the pulse rifle or mini-gun. And if your

taste in destruction leans to the exotic* we recommend a cap-

tured alipn weapon, the five-leVel particle accel-

erator, the quad rocket launcher, or the fusion

Mr cannon, which makes nuclear toast of your ene-

mies. Finally, you can collect pieces of a secret

'

at the end of the game.

What is this year's well-supplied, trans-dimensional hero look-

ing for in a good weapon? Nukes are in. Rocks are out. You'll

begin your adventure with traditional weapons-namely, a

knife and bow. Next,

you'll find a semi-auto-

matic pistol and a shot- BBS
gun with standard and pgjS -

exploding shells. The

assault rifle makes quick

work of charging rap- H|B, ’•'/

tors, but the automatic

shotgun is even better. If HStt .

weapon



Keys aren't the only way to open up new

areas of Turok* Cunningly disguised switches

and triggers must be activated to open gates

and doors. In some cases, Turok must discov-

er the trigger mechanism, while in other

locations the challenge is in reaching it.

i' :
.

I
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Time was when a video game hero just had to stomp on slow-

ly moving mushrooms to make it big. Turok must really miss

those days. The enemies he faces have frighteningly sophisti-

cated tracking and ambushing abilities. They use peripheral

vision and they can hear you crashing through the brush. Not
only are the beasties smart, they are tough. In theTinal stages,

nothing short of a nuclear blast will take.out these bad boys
with one shot. '

.

""
-

DINOS
Bionosaurs take many forms,

from the quick raptors in the
first area to the lumbering,

armored triceratops in the
final stage. In between, you'll

find everything from mechani-
cally enhanced theropods to

giant lizards. A steel-jawed T-

Rex, for instance, can chomp
through your Health Meter in

no time flat.

NATIVES

with a big gun, they

should present no
problem, except that

these cunning enemies
appear suddenly ahdf .

:

unexpectedly out of -

.

dimensional portals.

It's hard to say just where
these toughened troops are
-from, but the Campaigner has
corrupted them-for his own
purposes. Some of these war-
riors carry shields or body
armor that protects them from
all but the biggest explosions.

aliens:
The Lost Land connects dimensions of lime
and space, so it should come as no surprise
that extraterrestrials also wind up there.

The alien enemies take several forms, from
wall-crawling cave lizards to giants with
grenade launchers. None of them is pretty,

and all of them are vicious.



Turok's journey goes on and on through eight huge stages, and each

stage is an adventure in itself. Taken all as one, Turok may have more

actual ground to cover than any other game. The gallery below will give

you just a'taste of it all.

Increasingly deadly
opponents in the.
game's later stages
must be met with

increasingly power-
ful armaments. In the

pictures to the left

and right, Turok fires

an automatic shot-

gun with explosive

shells and quad horn-,

ing missiles.

By the timeyou read this previe^^jtuij^

detUc^t^d Power gamers will

deep intothe completed version of
Turok. Tliat s when you'll be able to pick

Tip a copy of Turok: Dinosaur Hunter for

tyoui? N64. In the meantime, we recom-
mend daily finger exercises and a diet

of rhw gravel. You'll need to be flexible

and tough if you hope to come through

the Turok experience in one piece.

Otherwise, instead of dropping

dinosaurs, you'll be dinosaur drop...welL

let’s'jiiSt say it*won’t be a pretty pictjH?fj
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There are four codes we know of so far for Shadows of the Empire. To access

them, you must complete the game and get all of the Challenge Points on

each of the difficulty levels. If you beat the game on Easy, you'll gain access

to a 3-D mapping device called the Leebo Scanner; beat it on Medium, you

can pilot an X-Wing or a TIE fighter in the final stage; beat it on Hard, you'll

get a weapons and invincibility code; beat it on Jedi, you'll be able to call a

herd of friendly wampas to help you! Even if you know a particular code, you

must complete the game and obtain all the points on the specified difficulty

ievel for it to work. The chart at right shows how many points are in each

stage. Get out your blasters and get cracking!

Star Wars®: Shadows <

©1996 Lucasfilm Ltd.

Last month, we took you on a strategic tour of

Star Wars: Shadows of the Empire and showed -

you our laser-hot tips for getting past all of the

major obstacles in the game. Destroying Prince

Xizor and Black Sun, however, is just one facet

of this 64-foit jewel. Come back with us to that

galaxy far, far away, as we reveal the secret

locations of ail the Challenge Points and show
you how to access the best game cheats this

side of using the Force!



SHADOWS OF THE EMPIRE

Cain three Challenge Points in the Battle of Hoth by downing the .Imperial AT-ATs with your

tow cable. It's possible to bring them down with your blasters, but you won't earn pbints that

way. Fly in close to a walker's legs and press the bottom C Button to fire your harpoon. Loop

around the walker's legs several times (stay very close) to tangle them up. • ,
'
*

Loop around the battlefield and You can fire the tow cable from

clear out the scout walkers (AT- the chase plane view, but once
SJs) and probe droids before you the harpoon connects, you'll

go'after.thebig guns.
'

''switch to the remote-cam view.

You'll receive a message saying

you've gained a Challenge Point,

then the screen will switch

back tn the chase plane view.

In the "commando" stages. Challenge Points are represented by winged irons /actually the

Rebel Alliance emblem) that you must find, these icotis are scattered throughout the stages, ’

sometimes hidden, sometimes in plain view/and they're Often very tough to collect*While some

arc jus! hidden in back corners, others require you to make dangerous leaps or

perform other acrobatic feats. There are ten points all told in this mission. J

- 1 - Take the first hall to your right and open a hatch to the right of a red pole.

In the corridor beyond, blast through folir containers to reveal a s£brSt%0m.,y

3. At the first bridge, leap to a small ledge on your right.

_ Cross the bridge and go through the short cave. Go to the right.

5=>_ At the start of the second stage, jump up and look behind the right generator.

From #5- get back onto thecafw^ ahead.^uinp-^rbss'the gap.

7"_ At the second pair of generators, face right and jump over the rail to a ledge .

: the gap to the left generator.

BEGGAR’S CANYON

IMPERIAL FREIGHTER
5UPR0SA

f-%. From #7, go back the way you came and jump across

“C?- When the ground cracks open, a point will appear on the left side of the gap.

TlJ _ In the corridor past the AT-ST, look for a hidden room behind some containers

These generators are

beside the main path
.

•

beyond the generator

control room. There are

ledges on the left (past

point #8) that lead back

up to the catwalk.

XIZOR’S PALACE

CjiL Hang back near the

— entrance to this

corridor and wait for the

Challenge Point to emerge from

the left wall. Collect it as soon as

it appears and then run for the

exit. Use the seeker gun, if you

have it, to clear out the waiting

Stormtroopers.

SKYHOOK BATTLE



Th'e Challenge Points in this second flying stage are represented by

six red Asteroids that appear at random during the battle. Destroy

.
gs. each one with your lasers or missiles to gain a

point. Get rid of them as quickly aS you can

Bk (S because they'll soon float out of range of. your'

• weapons and disappear- into the asteroid field.

.

Timing and coordination are everything in Ord Mantell Junkyard. Many of the

Challenge Points are suspended in midair along your route, and you'll only get one

shot at them. When you battle IG-88, we recommend gathering the Challenge Points

in the order we've stated below, but this is not the only viable strategy plan. A Ibt witf

depend on how good, you are at dodging IG-88's blaster fire!

The first point appears in midair, right at the start of the stage.

The third point is above the right side of the fifth barrier.

^5- . Look inside the first train car with walls. (It's a jump to the left track.)

Er> . This point appears in midair, after the left track drops into the toxic wastt

r <, When the tracks merge, jump to the next train. Look in the last car in line.

. From #6, jump to the next car. go up the stairs and around to the back.7 th After you pick up point

#6, you'll see point #7

above the rear of the next car. Climb

onto the roof. Stand back from the

edge when you jump, or you'll over-

shoot the target (the overhead view
works well).

IFZ . From #7, jump to the next car. Look above the low wall.

On the second-to-the-last train, look on the right side of the lead car.

T < J _ In the battle with IG-88, jump up on the pile of junk on the left.

- T 1 _ From #10, jump onto the catwalk and go to the right
•

Go out the exit hatch and to the right. Run up the ramp and into the next smelter.

i the first smelter.

1 Oth,1Tth,T2th
If you prefer a different route, you can collect points

#10, #11 and #12 in any order. In the smelter near the

"back" wall (to yoqr right and behind you at the start).

Challenge Point #12 is sus- t-'

pended above the molten / \ c

pool, and the shield is on
| .

'
~~'N. : ) ,

the ledge next to the exit ; .

' ’

hatch. You can use the '

.

shield to grab points #11

and #12 quickly and safely, ,



SHADOWS OF THE EMPIRE

Your jet pack is the key to finding many of the Challenge Points at Gall Spaceport. In some

cases, you'll have just enough fuel to reach your goal before your jets sputter and die. You

may have to make some trips in two stages, just to be safe. "Pulse" your jets to maintain for-

ward momentum without wasting fuel; continuous thrust will make you go higher but not

necessarily faster. You should also fly in as straight a line as possible. Even small wobbles will

waste fuel. Saving fuel is especially important when going after point #8.

Exit the Outrider and go to the right. Jump up the rocks to get on top ot the ship.

After the first wampa, look for a slim rock tower at the end of a narrow path-

inside the base, look for a point in midair. You'll need to get the jet pack first.

After you get the jet pack, fly up to the top of the tower you found it on.

From #4, fly out to the first rock tower. Look diagonally up and to the right.

<3- Before you lake the first anti-grav ferry, jet down the cliff to a small i

7. From #6. jet up the cliff and then to the cave mouth. Fly up and left to a ledge.

fi- When the ferry docks, fly across the chasm. Fly forward and slightly to the left.

cr>_ After you defeat the AT-ST, look around the column, up near the switches.

7 |ijgj| Enter the air shafts. Fly between the fan blades in the first vertical shaft.

7 7. When you reach the large, round chamber, look up and left from the entrance.

1 '*P _ On the second ferry ride, a point will appear after the second probe droid.

high above the shuttle that's parked in the second landing bay.

~ 1 . When you meet Boba Fett, run to the gap in the left and jet down the tower.

From #14, go around the other side of the tower. Jet down the cliff to a platfori

^ j t-h Gefonthedockplat-*—

*

1

form and stand on,the'

end of -the beam on the left. Pivot

slightly to the left and take off. As
you fly towards the ledge across the

chasm, pulse your jets and try to

riiamtain an altitude just above it.

^ Just after the second stage

C f tn begins, you'll find a large cave

where you'll board an anti-grav

ferry. Before you leave, jet to the ledge ahead of and below

you, then turn and face the cliff. Float down until you find a

small room and point #6. Jet back up to the ledge. Go to the

cave mouth and jet forward, up and left to find point #7.



• The freighter's cargo bay doors are controlled by the switches-on the walls.

' We've labeled thtj. switches and doors in the photostat the bottom of the page

to make finding points easier. Thf photo showing the cargo bay doors (numbered 1-

1 6) is the vievy from the entrance to this area. ,
-

T. Go through the first door and turn left. Walk to the back corner of the pi

^e?_Turn. right after the first maze of rooms and blast the tripod-mounted laser.

3- Search the back left corner behind the first set of revolving doors.3 nrl Not far into
1 u

the second
stage, you'll find the first

set of revolving doors.

The point is behind them,

between the back left

door and the wall. Try to

run along between the

panels as they revolve. .

It's nearly impossible to

do this without taking,

damage, so just keep
your head down and run!

^ _ Jump on the low wall after the second set of revolving doors.

:Ctamv»5;iump~or fly acrossiheToomrathgnext machine"

7 . In the cargo bay, blast open a container in bay 10 (see below).

£3- In the cargo bay, blast open a container in bay 8 (see below).

In the cargo bay, blast open a container in bay 15 (see below).

T 1 >. After you defeat the loader droid, look behind the super computer.

th ôu ** see p0 '" 1
1,1

1

before you reach point

#3, but you can't collect #4 until you

go through all the revolving doors and

get into the room on the other side of

the wall. Stand at the top of the little

slope next to the door and jump onto

the wall.

Switches J-M are near

the elevator door,

while switches A-l are

on the opposite side of

the chamber. ’
. ,

ENTRHNCE

C, J*-U Point #9 is lacatecT

.

— 1
in bay 15. From the

elevator, go up to the third level on

your right and open the middle

door. This is a normal door, so you

won't need to press a special

srnitch.
.

T tU Point #7 is hidden'
in a cargo contain-

er in bay 10 on the second level

(the bay above and to your right

as you exit the elevator). Press

switch M to open the door.

f|»
Point #8 is located

in bay 8. Pressing

switch M will also open this

chamber From the elevator, go
up to the second level on your

left and walk all the way down
to the end.



V look for a lighted alcoire on the left
,
just before the second spinning wheel.

. From the entrance to the first large pool, look under the platform to the left.

.3. Follow the pipe out of the pool room. Check underwater in the next chamber.

_ Fly to the top of the next shaft (the one with many platforms) and follow the tunnel.

•fBei. &omA4,bacfctracktolhe.shafCand.droptlowiU)ne^tep.toanothertunneL£ollowjtto.

When you come
to the first large

pool, stanU on

the platform

After you find the security keyv-

—

y 1
(follow the pipe out of the "pool"

room and search the maze), backtrack to the

pool and open the securitylloor. Dive into the

pool beyond and look in the far left corner

(watch for another hungry dianoga). Come up for

air, then go to the far right corner to find an

underwater tunnel to the next area.

Finding the Challenge Points in the Imperial sewers is easy; staying alive long enough to collect
f

them-that's hard! Yolir biggest worry will be navigating for long periods underwater. Not only dc^^>

you have to watch your^et packVfuel, you'll also have to worry about your air supply and thejM- >

faded dianogas that are looking’for a tasty lunch! /

T «•. This first point is easy
3 L

to find, if you know
where to look. Follow the path from

the start until you reach the second

long tunnel. You'll soon see this

«alcove on the left, just before the

second "water wheel." Press the

.wall to.reveal a secret chamber.
'



_ When the first elevator opens, fly up and hit the upper switch, then drop down.

3- Jump off the second bridge and go to the far right corner. Fly up to a hidden room.

. At the start of stage two, hit the first switch, then fly up the elevator shaft,

^---hr-the first set of gears. iump below the;mid^eJsecond^gear- : :
- —

-<5c^nmt#ifcpress^the-fiack ^lao;open:irfollow^Epathnntsideam&lymp^—

Z . In the next area, float down between the first and second gears.

pH From P°'nt #2, fly back up the elevator
's-—

*

1 u
shaft to the top level and follow the

hallway around. Activate the first bridge and cross

over to the next arep. Fellow the hall to the right and
go up to thehext level. Hit the switch to activate

the second bridge. Come back down and walk onto

the bridge. Jump off and go to the far right cornet-

Fly up to a hidden room to find pojnt #J.

6 - At the space elevator, look for a hidden room on the first platform from the bottom.

_ At the space elevator, there's a small hole in the central post, near the bottom,

•to . After you set the explosives, follow the exit tunnel to a large chamber. Fly to the

bridge and go left to a hidden room.

E- Jump below—

—

1
the gear and

pivot to the left. There will

be a small alcove a few
steps ahead and to the left.

Don't let the gear sweep you

tathe other side of the hole

or you'll be trapped!

P°'nt Press

back wall to open a

hidden panel. Follow the tunnel and

fly up and right to collect point #6.

This is the point you could see from

the windows near the beginning of

this stage.





A





Taking out the swoop gang is your first priority. If

you spend too’ much time hunting, for points,

they'll reach Luke first and do him. in. Remember

that the stage doesn't end until you go all.the way

to Ben Kenobi'S old house-. Once the. would-be

•assassigs are history, you'Jf haye all the time you'll

need for collecting points.
. ...

"J - Jump diagonally right off the first ramp onto the roof of a low building.

In the plaza just past the first ramp, look on the left side of the crashed ship.

Jump diagonally right off the second ramp onto the roof of a low building.

. From #3, jump across the street to the awning and then to the point.

_ From #4, follow the main path and turn rightat the building with the black stripe.

to-another-alley-"

7"
_ Go back to the street. Turn left into a small alley just before the next big plaza.

£31 Look Tor another building with a black stripe and follow the alley ardundit.

Keep going until you exit town. Follow the outside wall around to the left.

Make a high jump above the first sarlacc (the pit monster).

Make a high jump above the second sarlacc.

Take a side path and jump over the second stone bridge in the desert.

tU From #5, follow the alley back around the front of the build-—' 1

.ing to another alley on the other side (a low wall will sepa-
i you from the main street). Pick up point #6, then make your way back

out to the main street and turn right. Follow the path to the

•«*.',
;

plaza where the shuttle takes off.

t- -yfr[| After the second
“ ,l

ramp, keep going

straight (don't take the left

fork). Just a little way ahead is

'a building with a black stripe

along its base. Turn right down
an alley just past it.

1.L From point #7, follow the path until

you find another building with a

black stripe. Turn down the alley next to it and tfj

follow it around the front of the building. Pick

up point #8 and return to the main street. This
1

building is at a dead end, so turn left and then *
right to find the main path.

^ ^ Our sources tell us that the LucasArts

tn programmers have hidden a rabbit icon in

nearly every game they've produced. In

this case, the rabbit head serves as a Challenge Point.

Exit the town and follow the outside wall around to the

left. You'll find the icon tucked into a small alcove

around the corner.
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N64 EPICS ON
THE WAY

A t Shoshinkai/Space World last

November, the first batch of N64

epic games was unveiled. In fact,

by the time you read this, the first N64 epic

will have been released in Japan. Enix's

Wonder Project J2 went on sale a few days

after the show. Project probably won't

Enix's Wonder Project J2

appear in North America (at least any time

soon), because it would require a lot more

than a simple translation and, frankly, the

game is just very sialic. Most of the play-

er's time is spent in a cartoon mode

instructing a robot (the girl in the picture).

Very little use was made of the N64's

graphic power. In one scene, there is a

3-D submarine and there are many areas

in which you can move against cartoon

illustrated backgrounds. But there is little

of the sense of exploration that is com-

monly found in an RPG. In spite of these

Nintendo's Zelda 64

shortcomings, Wonder Project is selling

well in Japan. Enix's next N64 project, Go,

Go Troublemakers, should be full of

Probably the greatest interest of epic

gamers is on the progress of Zelda 64. Mr.

Miyamoto reports that development is

going well and the game should be done

by the end of the year. Remarkable lighting

effects highlight the short video sequences

in which Link fights a Stalfos and uncovers

a glowing Triforce. Development on

Earthbound 64 is just getting underway,

but the initial sample looks great. Giygas

may be gone, but it seems that Pokey will

carry on the evil tradition.

We also saw early video tape of

Imagineer's Eltale and Goemon from

Konami. Both games look like very

promising adventures, mixing RPG and

action game-play elements. We haven't

seen anything from the developers of

Command & Conquer to date, but the PC

game has become one of the most suc-

cessful strategy titles ever. In C&C, players

command modem or post-modern military

forces in real time, moving units, building bases,

gathering supplies and money and sending

troops out on missions. Silicon Valley from

BMG Entertainment is another game in fairly

early development The idea here is that you

begin the game as some lowly form of life and

you slowly evolve to higher forms as you out-

think more advanced creatures in puzzle situa-

tions. Finally, Namco's Tales of Phantasia II may

be the first traditional RPG for the N64, but there

is no word yeton whatsortof interface the game

will have.

DRAGON QUEST IU

The latest Super Famicom RPG craze has deep

roots. Dragon Quest III, originally an 8-bit

Famicom game, recently appeared in a 16-bit

format with enhanced graphics and sound (The

Dragon Quest III for the Super
Famicom

game was originally released as Dragon Warrior

for the NES in North America.) Although the

game remains essentially the same as the origi-

nal, including the same story and maps, the

experience turns out to be much richer. In addi-

tion to the upgraded walkabout and battle

scenes, Enix added sophisticated animations.

We would like to report that the game will be

translated into English, but it seems unlikely

at this point.
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© PACK-IN-VIDEO

Farm-Out! Natsume’s innovative Harvest Moon is more real

istic than your typical, monster-bashing RPG. If you’re

bored with building levels and saving the world, take a

chance on an original game that’s down-to-earth fun!

While other role-playing games are fixated with saving the

world or destroying the most evil characters in the universe,

the goal in Natsume's Harvest Moon is more modest and real-

istic: you need to improve your run-down farm, seek out a

wife, and find a way to live happily ever after. If you think this

sounds more corny than watching the corn
I,-*fitif Iff;

grow, you're standing in the wrong field. This

addicting cross between a RPG and a Simula- RbEpHS:
tion game might be the Tetris Attack of the RPG

genre. We chuckled

All work and no play

might make Jack a dull

boy, but at least it puts

food on your plate and

earns you enough cash

for the next hoedown.

intil we played it, and

then we couldn't put the controller down. Look

for the game in stores this spring!

Effective time management is the key to building a flourishing farm. Unfortunately, there is not enough

time in a day to get everything done. You'll have to do your best. We've outlined below a handful of

the typical tasks that you'll have to complete on an average day at the homestead.

RISE AND MILK THE HARVEST ROWER
L SHINE! COWS CRORS SHOPPING
K So much to do and so little Pinch your pennies and buy Pick your crops and get Ifyouhavetimebetweenfeed-

time. Rise and shine! Harvest one cow, or get several them to the food bin for ing the animals and tending the

yourcrops so they! I be ready cows and start a dairy. Milk pick-up. Ybu'll only have a crops, run into town and buy a

I to be picked up whenthe col- is a great source of rev- few hours to harvest your few more bags of seeds or

I lection truckarrives.lf you're enue, but the responsibility food before the truck some of the latest gardening

MOO.



You won't have to worry about finding experience points in Harvest

Moon. You start the game with a run-down farm and pocket change.

Clear your land and plant your crops. If you plan carefully and pinch

your pennies, you'll gradually be able to make improvements to your

land and buy some animals. It's hard work all year^pynd.

During the summer, you have to stow away enough

hay in your silo to feed your stock through the cold

winter. Since your fields are fallow beneath a blan-

ket of snow, this is the prime time of year to make

social calls and get to know folks in the nearby

town. Some of the best festivals of the year take

place during the winter, ranging from Thanksgiving

to the New Year's

celebration. If you I fip

play your cards 8
right and make a

| j

f
l-:

I

good impression, I B I

The frequent rains help ger-

minate the seeds you've

planted, but you'll also have

to contend with a bumper

crop of weeds and pesky

pests. You're going to have

you might find

yourself a steady

date for all of the

local social

events.
work from early spring right

through to harvest time. The only tim

you'll get a break is during the annual

Flower Festival.

The living is easy in the summertime for some, but

not you. There's a field of crops to water and herd of

animals to feed. Since there are no festivals during

the summer, make a social visit to town during a

warm evening. The Pub is always open and your

BURN THE
MIDNIGHT OIL
You won't earn cash if you

pick your crops at night,

but you can repair fences

or clear your land. Work

until you're exhausted and

then climb into bed.

A SOCIAL
CALL?
Attend the town festivals

and charm the local women
with gifts. If you're unsure

whether someone likes

you, try sneaking a peek at

the pages in her diary!

UILB Y©UIP FARM, M@T Y©UR LEVELS-
• • _____



ANOTHER
TREASURE
ISLAND

be full title of Nintendo's lat-

est Super Famicom hit is

Marvelous: Another Treasure Island.

Inspired in part by Robert Louis

Stevenson's classic tale, the

Marvelous development team

came up with a plotcrammed with

bold pirates, hidden treasure and high

adventure. But where Stevenson's sto

grim and gritty, this epic is light-

hearted and whimsical. Chronicling

the misadventures of three young

boys. Marvelous combines The

Legend of Zelda-style adventuring

with detailed puzzle elements bor

rowed from text-based games. I he

It is a refreshing combination of

fast-paced exploration through ;

huge world, liberally spiced with a

manner of murky mysteries to solve.

For lapancse gamers, in a

category that's usually given

over to dark melodrama, Marvelous has been a

sprightly change of epic pace.

Much time is spent gathering and piecing

together clues. The challenges tend to be

mental, rather than physical.

Three clever boys, a band of monkeys, a hoard of treasure and pirates old and

new—these are the main ingredients for the unique hybrid game that is, well,

Marvelous! Forgoing the typical plot of evil wizards and world-ending events,

this Japanese-market sensation injects a bit of innocent fun into the epic scene!



gRBVIBW

i<sst. uvfmxm

The Action Buttons (Search. Teamwork
and Item) give players a high degree of

control over their actions. Players can

question characters they meet, pro-

pose joint actions and perform complex

tasks with special items..

in Japan. These games are simnarto -maKe-your-owii-

ture" books, where players are given a set of choices at crit-

ical points in the story. The choices made determine what

will happen next and .what the ultimate outcome of the

adventure will be. Text games tend to be rather static, using

ABOUT FUM
with little direct

and the game environ-

is that you get the free-

dom of movement of adventure games coupled with the

greater detail and information of text games. It is very

active and very involved, all at the same time.

Ideas come both from your characters and from other char-

acters. These ideas will often give you new abilities or open

up new courses of action not available previously.

SEARCH BUTTOH
Pressing the Search Button activates a "scanner" that lets

players examine their surroundings. The scanner is direct-

ed with the Control Pad, and if you come across an item

that you can move, carry or otherwise affect, a question

mark will appear. You may then look at the item and try

to determine if it's useful or important. If allowed, you

may also choose to pick it up and take it with you. The

scanner's hand-shaped cursor is also used to direct

•questions at other characters. If a new bit of informa-

or an idea comes up vyhile you're looking or talk-

, a light bulb icon will appear.

A MEW BREED
OF ADVENTURE
GAMING

Main Screen
Characters can move about the

Marvelous landscape individually

or in a group. There is combat,

but players rely on items like

baseballs and catchers' mitts,

rather than swords and shields.

Hessage Screen

Characters learn by talking. Even

if a player knows what an item is

for, a character won't be able to

use it until heknows.

E hile Marvelous has many traditional adventure game elements, its

most prominent feature is a text-based interface that allows players

to talk with others and examine people and items in great detail. This inter-

face is the key to solving the Marvelous mysteries, which tend to be more

abstract than the physical puzzles normally found

in adventure games. For example, rather than

deciding which blocks to push to open a door, you

might have to figure out the relationship between

several clues and items to perform a complex task.

Only after the proper knowledge and tools have

been gathered will events be set in motion.

Action Buttons
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Combining skills becomes more important as time goes on.

In one case, the boy s must combine their strength with
Dino's dash ability to turn a log into a battering ram.

Dino is a rascal, but he has a heart of

gold. Jack and Max usually let him take

the lead when they’re out exploring.

With his baseball and glove in hand, he
can bonk enemies and hit switches to

open doors or activate machines. With
the running shoes, he’s been known to

1

dash at super speed.

ITEM BUTTOil
The boys can carry lots of weapons and tools, but because of

their different abilities, they can't swap items back and

forth. Basic items can generally be used at any time

or place, but many special items must be activated

at a specific time or place with the Item Button.

Once again, unless you learn everything there is to

know about an item and the problem it's related to, either the

item won't work or you just won't know what to do with it.

I |

(gif’ '"?j2 "E

Special items often have just a single use at a specific time
and place. If the light bulb goes on, players will know that

they're on the right track.

1 LEADER OF TRE PACK
Players control only the current leader of the party,

who wears a hat given to the trio by their camp
counselor. The others will follow the leader through thick

and thin, but since they all move at different speeds, you

must be careful that someone

doesn'l get left behind. If the parly

gets separated, the leader can

blow a whistle. If they're any-

where near, the other boys will

come running.

NINTENDO POWER

ioy on the same
screen. With the transceiver, you can

do it at long range.



I

WANT TO GO
SNIPE HUNTING?

t the beginning of the game, the boys will

spend most of their time together. Players must

switch between them, using their different skills and

abilities, to solve problems. As time goes on, however,

the boys must split up to accomplish certain tasks.

Sometimes only one boy will have the ability to ven-

ture to a particular place. At other times, all three boys

will have to be placed at separate locations. You must

then switch between them several times to coordinate

their efforts. Clues are

often vague, so players

just have to experiment as

they go along.

Some solutions unfold

automatically, but in

other cases, players have

to directly control events.

The island is

inhabited by a

band of intelli-

gent monkeys
charoedwith

PIRATE PERIL
ino. Jack and Max are your typical boys having a

typical summer at a typical summer camp, until

a string of unusual events suddenly catapults

them into excitement and danger. It seems a

band of modern-day pirates is searching for

the lost treasure of the legendary buc-

caneer, Captain Marvel ic, and they've

begun to take prisoners. The boys

must charge over rivers and venture

through woods on a quest to thwart

the pirates and free the hostages. If

they're lucky, they'll end up with a

shipload of trea-
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Ma^fer),jheqTake*the advice^-

of your'friendl^ Epic veterT-

„narian arid, fbrce feed them

the special fruits that you

Received from the Dragon at

the J5nial I Shrine to Dragon

Egg. The chart below shows

each monster, the type of fruit

We’re picking up right where we left offin Volume 90, answering FAQs and

sorting out some of the tougher puzzle rooms in Lufia II: Rise of the

Sinistrals. This issue, we’ll be concentrating on the mysteries of the Eastern

Continent. Just keep in mind that the evil Sinistrals would love to bury these

secretsfor all eternity-and you right along with them!

the right ditjaqion,

r, and that's^© jewel
I

WE'RE
BACK! I

The response to our Lufia II

coverage in Volume 90 was

very positive, and we contin-

ued to receive a ton of

queries on this game during

our little vacation. As a result^

we've decided to expanathis

second installment tp four''
1

pages instead" of the, 'two

pages we had originally
"

planned. We'll start off-with a

few-'FAQs that, e^ught our"

/attention dfiring our-'Hfatus,

..then vye'll delve.irito th.e puz^

zlfhg secrets of the Eastern

Continent. \ .C'

Dragon Eggs

A number of readers have

beep-asking .what to do at the

Small, Shrfne to Dragon Egg

that's located west of Pico

Forest. The rcpt

of the shrine

one of four

bring hi

Dragon

:ilian resident

II grant you

ishes if you

the first set of eight

Eggs scattered

throughout the land. The eggs

are located in Alonzo Castle,

Cave to Sundletan, Dunkirk

North Cave, Divine Shrine,

Flower Mountain, Merix

Village, North Dungeon and

North Lighthouse. Once you.»

I Hmamrom

give him the eggs, he'll give

you a choice of a set of 10

potions, a collection of 10

fruits, the Ancient Shield or a

>

set of Super Rirjffs. Which

-The Dragonwill send you away if
-

you don'thave alljthe eggs. .

treasure,.you choose is up to

yo.ucbut the. particularly suc-

culent.fruits may provide your

monsters with more than

their daily recommended

allowance of vitamins and

minerals, as you'll soon see.

Jewel Sonar

Several hardy warriors have

discovered that if you defeat

the Dragon at the Small

Shrine to Dragon Egg in bat-

tle, he'll reward you hand-

somely for your prowess with

the Egg Sword and Egg Ring*/

The trouble is, you hpve to

give him the second, /third

and fourth sets of 'Dragon

Eggs firsf^ and tfipir location!;

are strictly, randofn, There is

one item that^pan'fielp ftpinf

>nar. It's available in the \c_ases where the monster

casino <j«/Forfeit Island for St

The proper diet of fruit will

advance your monsters to Master
Class. Delicious and nutritious!

to feed it and the class it

should be at for the transfor-

mation.

Be warned though, that ii

should be Clas

20,000 coiraiM^ few other should build that monster to

items opriferest at the casino J>*Gjass 4 first. The monster w
inpltfde theTiunny arms and/
armor, yvhich range in price

frffm 20,^00 to'60,qp0 coins,

and theft)ragon.Blade, which

goes for ^premium price of

500^00# coins!)

> r Once you have the Jewel

Sonar, go to the Item screen

and use it whenever you

once, and if there are any

unopened treasure chests in

the area, a chime will sound.

The number of chimes will

equal the number of

unopened chests.

Feeding & Care of
Capsule Monsters

If you've been wondering

how to advanceyour Capsule

Monsters, -to Class "M"

then say that it's "not hungry."

Use the Change command to

transform the monster back to

Class 2 or 3, then force feed it

the appropriate fruit. This

process may sound a little

cruel, but it will benefit them

all in the long run!

Building Your
Ship

Some of the areas in the gamep
won't become availablp-'fo

you until after you jouild

particular mode of transporta-

tion. The first vehicle you'

need-i^the Ship.

/After you rescue you

i

Jercjs, warp to Pound

Kingdom^imorm (he icing of

your rdcent adventufes, then

leave. Walk to the ffght, cress

Monster Fruit Cla$s

Jelze(Poomy) • ..--^Secret FrW ^,-Class4^'^
BlazejDOg) y Cb&rm Fruit ,

Dark Fruit^

Class 3

Flash (Shaggy) Class 2

Gusto (Hard Hat) EarthFruit Class 4

Sully (Raddisljer) "Breeze.Frait Class 4

Zeppy (Red Fish) Holy Fruit Class 2

Darhi (Myconido) Flame Fruit Class 3



Once you have the Airship, head

for Narvick and Doom Island;

the bridge (on the Overworld

screen) and enter the Small

Shrine to Aleyn.

Go up through the door

and enter the teleporter.

When you re-materialize,

you'll find Guy and Dekar

waiting for you. Talk to them

to get them to rejoin your

party.

Head out from the shrine

and back to the Overworld

map screen. Go to the right to

the Port Town of Aleyn. You'll

hear that the ship builder,

Jyad, went to the mountains

to gather wood to make a

boat. Leave town and go all

the way up, left, down and

left to reach Phantom' Tree

Mountain. .

Work your way through

Phantom Tree Mountain and"

. defeat the guardian Lions.

You'll meet up with Jyad after

the battle and help him gath-

er wood for the ship.

Now return to the Port

Town of Aleyn. Guy and

Dekar will leave you for a

couple of days, while the ship

is being built. Bunk at the inn

f&utwo nights, then head for

the port at the south part of

towp^Jyad will be waiting for

you, and Guy and Dekar will

/show up before too long.

You'll be given a choice of

destinations for your maiden-

voyage. Choose Narcysus.'

The Submarine

The next vehicle you'll want

to park in your garage (or by

your wharf) is the Submarine.

Indeed, you'll need it if you

want to get to the Small

Shrine to Dragon Egg. You

may be surprised to learn,

however, that this is more of a

trade-in than a new purchase!

Even after he leaves the party, /

Lexis will provide you with ,
valuable help and advice. (

After Artea 'joins your

party, leave Esefikto and walk -

down acrosj'ithe bridge on

,-fhe Ovepworld Screen. Now '

wallo-down and to the left to

r'reach the Divine §hfme.

Work your'way through

'the Djyihe §hrin/ to reach

Actea's mother, Karyn/''and ^

Amon. Karyn will banish

Amjsfti, open up the- locked

door for' you and then sud-

denly pass away. Go up

through the door to increase

your party's attributes.

Once you've been ener-

gized, go back to Portravia

and visit the laboratory. Talk

to Lexis to get your Ship back.

It will now have the ability to

submerge.

Lexis will now tell you

about a ball of light that went

streaking towards Barnan.

Board your new Submarine

and set sail for Barnan, which

is actually just down and left

from your present location.

Talk to the people in^ the'

town about the light. They'll

tell you that it crashed into

the water and that ’it might

have^somethjng to do with

the ’’shrine. Hop back .aboard

the Suh and spfl southwest

along the/da st untilyou see'

a shrine on the-Southwestern

'

jtip of the island.,

Battefi down the hatches

and/ive the ordej^to'dive. As-

ypfc^ enter the briny depths,

ybuM) see . a "hole" in the

ocean floor. Enter the hole to

reach the Barnan Sth.

Submarine Cave. Once inside^

the cave, go all the 'way Up

and enter/'the swirling

_

whirlpool/The current will

whisk you to the entrance to

the Shrine Of Vengeance.

The Airship

After Chaed is destroyed,

return to Portravia. Go to.the

laboratory/and t6lk to Lexis...

oncte again. He'M tell you-that

she cab make thp. Excerion

(you.r.-Submarine) fly, but that

he'll negd a different type of

engine for the job.

Lexis will then instruct you

to go to Gratze Kingdom.

Return to Dankirk Kingdom

to retrieve the Excerion.

Submerge, then follow the

coast to the left, up and to the

right, until you enter^he shal-

lows. Gp.ddwn through the

middle and epter the Gratze

Stfi.
(
Submarine Cave. >

Ofice inside, go straight up

and all the way to The right.’-

Now go up apd'entpr th/ vor-

)

-fex to ,po'p back into the'

Dankirk North Caye. Go to

ihe rigty? and land the

Excerion. Exit fhe Sub and go

up through th.e.dbor. Climb

fpur staircases to reach

Gratze'Kingdom.

< When you walk down

through the door, you'll be

captured by a squad of

guards. After a while, you'll

wake up in jail with Berty and

Bart. They'll open the jail cell

for you. Walk down, then left

'.to the jail cell. Go up to find

' an HP and MP Restore and a

Save Spot.

Work your way through

the Gratze Kingdom Dungeon

until youjget back to the top.

Go to the left and you'll see

Berty and Bart next to a tank

ftHey'll have been captured

again). You'll then have to

face a squad of Soldiers and

their Tank.

Even though you'll turn the

Tank into scrap metal, its

engine will survive intact.

You'll then warp automatical-

ly back to Portravia. Take the

engine to Lexis in the lab,

where he and his crack team

of scientists will fit it to the

Excerion's hull. Doom Island

will then move into position

over the town of Narvick.

Hop into your new ^irship

and head for Narvjck.

Once More Unto
the Breach

/A lot of you will have finished-'

the game by now, but perhaps

you're^,interested -'in going (

back and exploring new areas

Yor recovering items that elud-'

ed 'you. If you chopse thew

Retry option, you'll start over

from the beginning, but now

you'll earn four times the nor-

mal amount of gold and expe-

rience points in battle. Game

events won't change, but the

game will go a lot faster!
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The Tower of
Sacrifice

Now we'll turn our attention

to some of the puzzles you'll

encounter in the hallways

and corridors in the second

half of the game, beginning

with the Tower of Sacrifice. y
A search for the source of

mysterious, hypnotic flute

music will bring you to the

gates of the tower. You'll soon

come across a room with four

switches and four blocks that

move when you do. When
you enter the room, walk up

two steps, left five, up ten,

right four, down ten, right

four, up ten, right four, dovvn-

ten, right four and uo,.tdnv If

you don't stray from thp path,.'"

the four switches shoujd be

covered and the locked' door ‘

will now be open. /

Karlloon North
Shrine

In'
1-

this forbidding structure,

you'll-encounter a telepprter

.surrounded by 'blocks.' Therg.--

is& path through the blocks,

but you/must open' it up as

you,go, and you might not be

able to visualize it readily.

- From the entrance to this

room, walk up two steps, left

one step and push the left

block one space to the left.

Walk up one step and push

the left block one space to the

left. Now walk up one step

and push the top block one

space up. Co right two steps,

up one step and right one

step. Push the right block one

space to the right, push the

block below you one space*

| NINTENDO POWER

h Gctve is to «k
n Ruby-'lcon, t

down and push the left block

one space to the left. You

should now be able to step'

into the teleporter. ,

Dankirk North
Cave,

the parikirk

recover the'

buHnere

i, number- of nat/ral

obstacles tq.-deal with along

the wayyAt one point, you'll

find aprorrow puzzlp/ronsist->

ing ofssix blocks and two-tiles.

Starff^t. pushing the left most

block up One space and then

taking a step to the right. Push

the top block up three spaces

and right one space onto the

floor switch. Now push the

left most block back down

one space onto the switch.

Go to the right most block

and push it down ong/?pace.

t

Take a step to th4 left and

. , ?, use the
,

Reset-spell'and star.tarfain.

push the bottom block down

one -space and left one space

onto the floor tile. Now go to

the' second block from the

Tight. Push it down two

spaces onto the floor tile,

then push the right most

block up one space onto the

floor tile. This will create an

"arrow" pointing down and a

bridge you can use to cross

the gap.

The Shrine of
Vengeance

This puzzle is simple to solve/

yet it stumps a lot of dungeon

divers, probably ^because' the

solution is almost tdo obvi-

ous. Injhls shrine,,you'll see;a

treasure chest .acfoss ,a gap

with no yisible means of get-

/
ting .across ancl/ nothing to

grapple onto-<vith your Hook.

To raisp the pjllar acro.ss,,the

way, startJrom the. botforn ,of

the .stairs and^v^Tk /hrofigh

the wall .to' the right. You'll

seea sWitch on the othepsrde.

-Hit the switch to raise me pij-"

lar. What's pne of the'first

rules of RPG exploration? 'Try

\ everything!^''

The Tower of
Truth

The first major puzzle in the

Tower of Truth involves two

gravity orbs (the black

spheres) that generate a force

field that block your path.

First of all, stand afcjove the

switch apd'use the
-

Hook to

the color ’’pr the

'stal Switch front red to

lue. Now wjjlk'to the right

wall and/Took down -to the

pillar below.jFace left and hit

the Crystal Switch with the

Hpok to change it back to*

red. Go,,down apd left to The

wall, face up’ and.. hit the

Crystal Switch \y-'th the Hook

.to chan|e-if^to blue once
' again«ll< down through

Xh'e dborway to get to the

outer rim of the tower.

The next major puzzle

involves playing musical tiles

to raise several pillars in the

proper sequence. In the

chamber just below the tile

room, step on the right switch

and watch the pattern shown.

Now walk up and enter the

tile room. Step on the second

/ /
ig this piecesiptef’tile during this process

the pillars' Will reset.
,

-
'

^Now £tand at the cerlfer of

.the lour musicaltiles and fire

yput Hook.Straight up to drag

-
:

yourself across the last tile at

ttrtf center of the gap. This

will lower the spikes to the

right. Walk to the bottom

right corner and go down the

staircase to exit.

The last great mystery in

the tower is found in a room

full of switches and half-built

bridges. From the entrance,

you'll see a pot and a crate to

your right. Pick up the crate

and place it on the top left

switch, then pick up the pot

and place it on the bottom left

switch. Walk all the way to

the left (across the bridge) to

/

Use the Hook to pull yourself

across^he'tile in the gap. y f

-tile from,,the right, then the-

second tile from the,ldfb-then

-the far right tile and -ffnally the

farjeft tile. Don't step oh the

find two switches and a

block. Push the block down

one space to cover the bot-

tom switch.

Go back across the bridge

to the right. Pick up the pot

and carry it to the right and _
down across the bridge. Plate

it on the switch ^du find

below. Now go back and pick

up the. crate againt Take it to .

the right and down across-the

boiage, then left across anoth-

er "fcridge and up across a,,

third bridge. Set^iron the

swjtcffyou find'there.

Oncp-the cratep in pl/ce,

go.all the. way left. across the

-“bridge atid- pushjthe block.up

-twd- spates,so' that it-dovers

die top^tvitch. Go to the right

across the • long bridge and

• pick ..up" the crate once last

lime. Carry it down across the

bridge and left across the next

bridge. Place the crate on the

/



switch and lay down a Bomb

next to it. Now walk down

across the bridge, right across

the next bridge and down

through the door. Open the

chest in the next chamber to

get the Truth Key.

Dragon Mountain

Dragon Mountain is one of

the last areas you'll visit

before you pass through the

Three Towers and battle

onward to Doom Island for

the final confrontation. The

first puzzle you'll come

across here is an elevator

with a "required weight of

one ton" to operate. From the '

clue sign, walk to th^ bottom

left corner of the room and up

the staircase. 69 to the right

and fire'' your 'Hpok to the

fight to (cross the ggp. 6nce
> across; step on the cracks to

fall through the floor. When

Vou^hif the floor,•you'll notice

that the jmpact horn \your

landjng causes 'the central

platform to rise up. Go back

/up the staircase on the left

side of the’ room..- Go to the

\ right and Hobk across the

gap. Lure the monster over

the cracked floor so that he

falls through. This will raise

the platform for you.

The key to solving the

"plant room" puzzle is to hold

the R Button while using the

Control Pad to pivot in place

without taking a step. When

you first enter, walk down

two steps, right one and

down three. Pivot to the left

(hold the R Button and press

Left) and shoot two Fire

Arrows at the plant. Now

The pivot maneuver is the key to,

solving this intricate maze. f

walk down one st£p and rigAt

one step. Face up and shoot a

Fire Arrow at.tne plant abo./e.

/ Walkjou'r steps to the left,...

pivofxfownward and shpbt a

jTire Arrow at the p[anfbelow.
1

Face -up and/hoot twd\ Fire

Arrows at-the^top pflant. Walk

right one step and up^ne
-•Step. Face right and’shoot a

FireyArrow 'at the plant. Go
down two steps-/ face right

and shoot,? Fire Arrow. Go up

one step, right one step, face

Boss HP Rec. Level

Venge Ghost 7,500 50+

White Dragon (3) 1, 000 each - 55+
'

Fire Dragon 7,500 ;
55+

Ghost Ship 10,000 ,57+

Soldier (4) 750 each , ' /
Tank 10,000 / ,/57+ /
Gades (Shuman Island) 8,000 / 60+ /
Amon (Strahda Island) 10,000 60+ jy
Gades (Doom Island) 8,000 60+

Amon (Doom Island) 10,000 60+

Erim 15,000 60+

Daos 20,000 60+

Shooting at the wrong plant or

shooting too many arrows can

upset the sequence.

down and shoot a Fire Arrow.

Go two steps right, face up

and shoot a Fire Arrow.

Now walk left one step.^px

one step, face left and shoot a

Fire Arrow. Go up one step, /

left one step, fape-Tlp and

shoot a Fire Arrow. Pivot back®

down and shoot a Fire Arrowy’

Walk right one step ,^floWn

• one step/face right-ana shoot

a Fire Arrow at the remaining-

plant. Now all o£-tKe plarfts

wil.l- disappear!

Another prickly puzgle'

irjvdfves aCwal IVthat'-Keeps

'closing in' on ypu. Startup

ytgainst.the Wall andjay down
"5 Bomb. Now go down one

Ste'p and/ight two steps. Lay

dowfr another Bomb. Go
back one step to the left and

lay down another Bomb. Take

one more step to the left.

Swing your Sword once to

set off the top Bomb.

Immediately lay down a

Bomb where you are stand-

ing, walk up one step and lay

down another Bomb. Swing

your Sword twice to set off all

of the Bombs in a chain reac-

tion. The explosions will

"unlock" the wall. Now
switch to the Hammer and

break through. This passage:

will lead you to the "World's

Most Difficult Trick." 1

There is,.no set solution to

the sj/called ^World's Most

The goodies in the chests are

The last major puzzle of

Dragon Mountain involves a

set of eight bushes that keep

growing back. Stand above

the bottom left bush. Place a

Bomb right on top of it and

walk up one step. Go right

one step and lay down anoth-

er Bomb. Chop down the

bush to the right of you, then

go right one step and lay

down a Bomb. Once that's

done, chop down the next

bush to the right, then go right

.

one step and lay doy/n-'a

Bomb. Now wah/'up two

spaces to set mff all the

Bombs. The resulting explo^

siops will get rid of alj- the

>plants and 'open the door.

Endgame
Before'’we sign off, we have

/just a few more tidbits of infor'
-

The''chart'to the'ieft sh/v

some.-expert tips on getting

the treasur&chestsjp^come.to

you. First of ^llfyop s^tbuld

,rrtove ihe''long rectangular/-

piece to the bottorrj. Second,

x-get the f^ur tali.. rectangles

into the top roWf Third/ sepa-

rate thg-'four small blocks

alpng the bottom. The chests

contain-the Holy Robe, the

Legend Helm, the Lizard

'"Blow and the Mega Shield.

These aren't the “world's

greatest" arms and armor, but

they're pretty darn good and,

better yet, free!

areas of the.game. We've li

ed the number of Hit Points

each creattr’re possesses and

the recommended minimum

.experience level for your

party. Though some of their

HP levels may seem low,

these malevolent monsters

are quite tough and can with-

stand even the strongest

blows. As always, use as

many I.P. attacks and defens-

es as you can, as well your

Fry and Zap spells

That wraps it up for this

month. Happy adventuring!
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MEMBER IDENTIFICATION #

Shawn
Root
Nfunk
Amrich
North

Eddie
Mednik
Sno
MdocHidden and Duplicate Players

In last month's review of NBA Hanglime for the N64, we

revealed a few of the game's secret players. As promised,

we've compiled a complete list of them for your jamming

pleasure! At the start of a game, input any of the names on

the list and its corresponding Personal ID Number. You'll

access either a wacky player or a duplicate of a pro player.

: and match players ...or pit the programmers
against the pros!

Stackh
Malone
Rodman

Cheat menu
If you're having a sssss-mokin' time with The Mask for the

Super NES, then you'll love this super cheat code, too. On
the Options screen, press A, B, X, Y, L, R, L, A and B to make

a cheat menu appear (press the L and R Buttons, not Left and

Right). If the code fails, turn your Super NES off and on

before you try again. Infinite lives? Alrighty then!

Webber
Mursan Marius

Turmel

You must input the code on the

first try for it to work.

Press Select on the Level

Select screen to skip ahead
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That missing Mojo had better

be worth all this trouble!

Gargos, Secret Options S more
Last issue's Members Only tip book insert (one of the bene-

fits of subscribing, folks!) featured several killer codes for Kl

Gold, including the much-sought-after Gargos code. We've

discovered a few more exclusive codes in the meantime, so

out of the goodness of our hearts, we're going to reprint the

Gargos code and reveal, for the first time anywhere, the

New Uniform Colors, Enable All Options and View Credits

codes. If you missed the Members Only special, don't worry;

due to popular demand, we'll be reprinting some choice

codes from it in future installments of Classified Information.

These passwords will work
without the Extra Hard code.

Bowser and company will be

raining on your parade!

llieui Credits

To take the easy way out,

press Z, L Button, A, Z, A and

the R Button. You'll see the

credits without having to beat

Gargos.

P. I. Passwords
Detective work isn't always what it's quacked up to be, so

here are all the passwords to this thrilling tropical mystery!

Extra Hard mode Passwords
Back in Volume 90, we printed a code to access an Extra

Hard difficulty level in the one-player Vs. mode. In case

Extra Hard is too hard, here are some handy passwords.

Stage 1 None Stage 7 SJDL7Y2!
Stage 2 STDJ7YJ! Stage 8 S1RL7YN!
Stage 3 SNDG7Y9! Stage 9 SC7L7BC!
Stage 4 SHD87Y7! Stage 10 SB7L7BJ!
Stages S2DF7Y!! Stage 11 SY7L7B9!
Stage 6 SQD57YD! Stage 12 S67L7B7!

Play as Gargos
To enable Gargos, press Z, A, R

Button, Z, A and B during any

character demo. If you input

the code correctly, Gargos will

laugh and appear on the player

select roster.

Enable Rll Options

To enable all special options,

press Z, B, A, L Button, A and Z

during any demo. You'll hear,

"Perfect!" if you enter the

code correctly. Go to the

Options screen to adjust the

game parameters.

Most of the levels have multi-

ple stages.

flew Colors

To expand your uniform color

choices to include White, Gold

and Shadow, press Z, B, A, Z, A
and the L Button during any

demo. You'll hear, "Welcome!"

if you enter the code correctly.

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3
Level 4

None
QVRBLP
CNFJTS
PHMBTT

Level 5
Level 6
Level 7
Level 8

NFXDQH
SXGDLJ
MDVCBQ
HRTGDV



Ijlore Classic Teams
lie'll wrap up our Madden NFL '97 coverage wilh the rest

of these classic team codes. Highlight your chosen squad

on the Team Select screen and enter the appropriate code

(S«Select, L and R»thc L and R Buttons).
1981 Bongals:

Press B, L, A, R and A.

1979 Rains:

Press L, R, R, A and S.

Tlioso teams are available in

the Play Now mode.
1969 Chiefs:

Press L, Y, R. R and A.

1987 Saints:

Press L, B, L, B and S.

1975 Cardinals:

Press Y. R, A, L and L.

1976 Vikings:

Press B. R, R. R and R.

1986 Broncos:
Press L, L, Y, A and Y.

1990 Giants:

Press B, Y, R, L and S.
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1979 Buccaneers:

Press R, R, L, L and S.

1990 Bills:

Press B, Y. L L and S.

1993 Oilers:

Press R. S. R. S and Y.

1994 Chargers:

Press S, A, L, L and Y.
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My, you've certainly

'

long way, Mario!

Home
Earth

Air

Fire

Water
Doomed
Freeman
Redhot
Seadog

8-bit (Tlaria and Link
Some of the best things about Super Mario RPG are the fun

surprises sprinkled throughout. To get a glimpse of Mario as

he used to be, step behind the curtained area in Booster's

Tower. To compare adventuring notes with Link from the

Zelda game series, spend a night at the Rose Town Inn.

Wliat are you doing here? Get

back to your own adventure!

Portal Passuiords
A number of readers have requested more special tele-

porter passwords for this game, if we had them. We don't

have any more trick passwords, but these will take you to

several key areas of the game. Happy adventuring!

Fountain Head:
Area E4 (X3,Y3):

Area FI (X0,Y12):

Area C2 (X12,Y0):

Area E3 (X7,Y10):

Swamp Town:
Town of Wildabar:

Blistering Heights:

Town of Baywatch:

Special ITloues and more
Last issue's Members Only special insert also included

codes for playing as Motaro and Shao Kahn. We follow up

this month with Fatalities and special moves for both of

these kruel kombatants!

Fireball/
Pouier Punch
Hold Low Kick and then

release to send your opponent

a flaming greeting. If you want

to get up close and personal

with your fists, press Forward

three times and High Punch.

Decapitation

Motaro ’s single Fatality is par-

ticularly messy. Press Forward

four times and then High Kick.

Once you're done, your oppo-

nent will be lonesome for his

head!

Knee/Hammer
Kahns Knee Uppercut is terrif-

ic for defense. Press Down,
Down, Forward and High Kick.

To put a big smack down on

your foe, press Forward, Back,

Back and High Punch.

Hammer Time

Like Motaro, Kahn has only one

Fatality, but one is all he needs.

Stand at sweeping distance

and press Forward, Forward,

Back and High Punch. Ouch!

Experts, shmoxperts! If you've got an awesome tip or a killer code, send it in!

We'll print your stuff alongside the pros' codes. So what are you waiting for?

Warm up your brain pans, crack your knuckles and press those buttons!

flintendo Pouier
Classified Information
P.D. Box 97033
Redmond. UJR
98073-9733
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Is Luke a full Jedi? Can Han Solo be res-

cued? Are you brave enough fo confronf

Vader in fhe shadow of fhe evil emperor?

All is revealed in Super 5far Wars: Reiurn

of fhe Jedi!

NINTENDO POWER

Super Star Wars: Return of the

Jedi's medley of side-scrolling

shootouts and Mode 7 flying stages
give gamers a huge variety of inter-

galactic action that's hard to resist.

Based on fhe blockbusfer George
Lucas movie, 5far Wars for Game
Boy was made for a hue Jedi

Warrior. Even fhe besf players will

find a challenge in fhis porfable Pak!

Super Star Wars: The Empire Strikes

Back features rapid scrolling racing

sequences, such as the landspeeder

stage, and deadly blaster battles on
high flying platforms.

esfroying fhe Deafh Sfar was only fhe

beginning of fhe sfruggle againsf fhe

Imperial fyranny. Now if's fime for fhe

Empire fo seek revenge on fhe finy

band of Rebel forces.



Long agD, in a galaxy far, far, away, there were three

Star Wars viden games that were out of this world.

Players bought and played the games until no more

were available-no more until today:

A Dame for True Jedi Warriors

Unlike the Super Star Wars series for the Super NES, Star Wars for Game Boy doesn't

have any codes or cheats for getting through difficult stages. Your game playing skills

will be taxed to the limit as you battle Darth Vader's Imperial forces all the way to the

Death Star. The game follows the plot of the first Star Wars movie and features a vari-

ety of side-scrolling and head-on action screens. As Luke

Skywalker explores Tatooine and other stages in the

game, you'll find and add up to six party members,

including R2-D2, C3P0, Han Solo, Chewbacca and

Princess Leia. Later in the game you'll blast into hyper-

space in the Millennium Falcon, weave and dodge your

way through an asteroid field, skirmish in the dark corri-

dors of the Death Star, and finally fight for peace in the

galaxy in your Rebel X-Wing fighter. Star Wars is packed

with challenges and offers hours of galactic excitement.

si

You Can't Resist the Dark Side

Luke, Han and Chewbacca return to continue their battle against Vader's Imperial forces in 9

Super Star Wars: The Empire Strikes Back, a password-backed game for the Super NES. Blast

g
your way through twenty levels, ranging from the frigid wastes of Hoth to the stratospheric H

heights of Cloud City. The game's stages com- 9

prise side-scrolling laser battles and fast-
|j

paced. Mode 7 levels where you fly a I

snowspeeder or the Millennium Falcon.

Revitalize your strength and arsenal along the I

way by picking up hearts, power-ups, 1

grenades and thermal detonators. The Empire I

Strikes back is not an easy game to complete,
|

but the multiple difficulty settings and cheat- f

codes on page 71 will help you hold your h

s::

The Final Confrontation for me super ntts

Super Star Wars: Return of the Jedi is the exciting conclusion

of the intergalactic war between the Rebels and the Empire.

This game follows in the bantha-prints of Super Star Wars: The

Empire Strikes Back both in design and format. Gamers

assume the pre-selected roles of Luke, Leia, Han Solo, Chewie

and the Endorian Wicket as they blast, roll and slash their way

through 19 breathtaking stages. Like its predecessor, The

Empire Strikes Back, Return of the Jedi is an exceptionally

challenging game, but this month's Nintendo Power has the

information you need to complete your Jedi training. A sum-

mary of the game's toughest spots, plus a slash of the coolest

Jedi codes is on page 73.
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You must master the Super

Jump technique to clear the

toughest obstacles on Tatooine.

Hold the B Button and run

before you jump. This will add

extra distance to your leap. One
challenging series of jumps is on

the conveyor belts in the

Sandcrawler. Run left along the

conveyor belt and jump off the

end. Hold Left on the Control

Pad as you jump so you'll land on

a ledge at the far left.

A Boy and His Blaster

R2-D2 has been captured by the Jawas and it's up to Luke to find and

retrieve him. The Jawas must have mistaken you for a safety inspector,

because they're a little less than thrilled to see you poking around their

workplace. You'll have to work your way through a series of tubes and

conveyor belts to find your droid. The photos and captions below have

tips and suggestions for j

making your way past the |
toughest series of leaps a
inside the Sandcrawler.

The vast stretch of desert around Mos Eisley is filled with danger and abandoned equip-

ment. Since Tatooine is a huge expanse of wasteland, the landspeeder automatically drops

you off at the first and most important cave in the game. If you work your way to the right,

you'll find your Blaster just before the exit. The Blaster has a faster rate of fire than your

small gun and inflicts more damage on the foes you encounter. You'll be glad you have this

weapon when you see the Banthas in your rearview mirror.

Work your way through the cave with the
large opening to find your Blaster. You

won't find it until you reach the end of the
cavern. The Blaster has a faster rate of

fire than your small side arm and does

more damage to enemies. This will be
Luke's weapon of choice until he finds his

Lightsaber.



Star Wars for Game Boy

has been featured in three

different issues of Nintendo

Power. Whether you're

looking for information or

are merely curious, you

can find the following fea-

tures in these past issues:

VOLUME 37

VOLUME 60
Want to get a lost

character back in

your party? Check
out Counselors'

Corner on page 77.

May Hie Force Be With You

Obi Wan Kenobi is one of the most important members

of your six person team, and it's vital that you find him

before you leave Tatooine. Depending on your location

in the game, Obi Wan can use the Force up to five times

during the game to revive

fallen party members. You

must bring R2-D2 to Old

Ben before the veteran

Jedi warrior will join you

on your adventure.

Ir's n Power

Don't bother exploring the caves

leading to Obi Wan Kenobi until

you've rescued R2-D2 from the

Jawas. Obi Wan won't join your

party unless he sees R2's message
from Princess Leia.

r Colled the Eight Shields

While Luke and Han didn't have to go on a scavenger hunt for

ship shields in the original movie, you'll have to take some

extra steps before you see the ending credits. Explore the small

cave to the left and up from Mos Eisley. This cave is packed

with rats, and you'll have to fight your way through the dark-

ness. Explore the cave eight times to collect all eight shield^

for the Millennium Falcon.

Once you have all the

shields, you'll be cleared for

takeoff.

You'll have to fight yourway past

the rodents a total of eight times

to find all eight shields for the

Millennium Falcon. If you’re using

the Super Game Boy and a con-

troller with a turbo button, you

can blast away your foes from a

distance.

Leaving hyperspace, the Millennium Falcon finds itself in

the middle of an uncharted asteroid field near the center of

the Alderaan System. You

can avoid all the obstacles

in this stage by holding

Down and Right on the

Control Pad. Keep flying

until you reach that small

moon in the distance.

The asteroid field in the Alderaan System will burn out a few

shields unless you know the trick for getting through the stage

Avoid all the obstacles by holding Down and Right on the Control

Pad as you make your way past the planetoids to the Death Star.
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To avoid the run-

away snowballs,

seek cover beneath
the stone ledges

jutting out from the
embankment. You'll

find your Tauntaun
waiting at the top.

KYou’II have to find your way to your trusty Tauntaun
if) the game's first

Istage. Along the way you'll be dive-bombed by leathery arctic avians,

put your biggest problem will be dodging the giant snowballs rolling

pown the hill. Wait beneath the stone ledges until the snowball rolls

|by, then continue up the embankment. Your Tauntaun is waiting for

gyou on the top of the mountain. Mount up and ride into the next stage.

STheATST Walker is the lastenemy Han Solo encoun-

ters in the Rebel Base. One method for disabling the

fWalker is to blast away its laser cannon’and roll under

|it when it jumps toward ycju. Once the cannbn is

Idestroyed, you can hit the’ Walker 'anywhere ' and

^damage it. An alternate method fot defeating the

lATST is to pick up the shield'in the top right corner of

|the room, then stay low and throw 50 Grenades.

fAvoid the Walker by rolling out of the way.
The ATST Walker is the last

foe Han finds inside the Rebel
Base. Destroy the Walker's

laser cannon and dodge its

counterattacks by rolling

under it when it jumps at you.

After you defeat the ATST,
you'll find Princess Leia.

The Frozen Wastes of Hath

Defeating the AT5T Walker

Nintendo Power has covered Super Empire Strikes back

more comprehensively than any other video game mag-

azine. A total of eight issues feature tips, strategies and

codes for this challenging Super NES game.

Need a code for

Special Options?

Look in Classified

Information.

Volume 58. page 48.
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More than one aspiring Jedi has been foiled trying to figure out how to control

the moving platforms inside the Rebel Base. Look for these platforms when-

ever you fall into one of the many pits inside the complex. Press Up or Down

on the Control Pad to activate the moving platform. Although some platforms

slide left or right, you'll still have to activate the device by pressing Up or

Down on the Control Pad. Remember this

and you'll never have a problem. /'»

If you've fallen and can't get up, look for a plat-
^

form to give you a lift. Press Up or Down on the

Control Pad to activate the platforms. Even if a

platform only moves left or right, you'll still

need to press Up or Down on the Control Pad.

Luke Skywalker must fly three snowspeeder sorties against the Imperial Forces

invading the Rebel Base before you can progress to the final enemy in this

stage. You can use your snowspeeder's blaster on the enemies in the first two

missions, but you'll have to hog-tie five ATAT Walkers with your tow cable

during the third mission. Fly close to the Walker and press the L or R Button

EMPIRE CODES
Even if you're not a true Jedi, these codes will let you

play like one! The Ultimate Power code listed in the

column below also works on the Super Star Wars:

Return of the Jedi game featured on the next page.

Start your game with Seven Continues instead of three!

While on the Start Gome screen, press the following button

sequence: X, Y, A, B, X, X. If you enter the code

correctly, you'll hear a clunky sound.

SKIP TO VADER
Begin the final battle against Darth Vader at full strength!

While on the Start Game screen, press the following button

sequence: A, X, B, A, Y, X, B, A, A, X, B, B, Y, X. If you

enter the code correctly, you'll hear a musical bleep.

The Invincibility code will work in all side-scrolling stages.

First, enter the Ultimate listed neor the

bottom of the page. When you’te in a side-strolling

stage, press and hold the Select, A, B, X and Y Buttons

on Controller 2. You'll y°u release

all five buttons.Lasso the Walkers on the Planet Surface

Unleash an endless supply of Thermal Detonators on

your foes!

On the Start Game screen, enter the button sequence A, X,

B, X, X, A, Y. Darth Vat|qM|BtfMBpsive'' if you've

done it correctly. Stc

99 LIVES

Begin your game with 99 lives instead of three.

On the Stott Game screeaMMiMaitowiRg buttons: X,

Y, B, B, B, X, A, Y, Y, B, A, X, Y. If you did it correctly,

you'll hear Darth Vader say "Impressive." Start your game

before the Demo sequence begins.

The Ultimate Power code starts you with all Force

Powers and unlimited Thermal Bombs.

On the Start Game screen enter the button sequence below.

If you do it correctly, Darth Vader will say "Impressive."

You must begin the game before the demo storts. A, B, Y,

VOLUME 59
The Debug Menu code lets you select an

area, stage, the number of lives and your

character's health and weapon.

Enter the Ultimate Power code, then press the L

and R Buttons on Controller 2 to enter the

Debug Menu.

The Invincibility

Code is one of

the most popular.

Look tor it in

Volume 86 on

ifpfSj Looking for a
- sound or melody?

.
Check out the

f-f] j
Sound Test code

f in Volume 61,

page 56.

Volume 59 features

the Extra Credits,

99 Lives and

Unlimited Force

Power codes.

to release your left or right tow cable.

Make three or four tight circles around

the Walker to drop it to its knees.

mm* Wrzmt
’

If you don't see an ATAT Walker on

the screen, fly around in circles until

one appears. You'll need to entangle

and trip five ATAT Walkers with your

tow cable to finish all three of Luke

” —
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Hidden throughout each stage in the game are Jedi Symbols. Like

coins in the Super Mario game, if you collect 100 Jedi Symbols in

Return of the Jedi, you'll earn an extra life. Your Jedi Symbol number

is cumulative, so you can carry over your total from stage to stage.

Watch your back whenever
you encounter a cluster of

Jedi Symbols. A roving mon-
ster or a heavily armed
Imperial toady might be

waiting for you to take a nib-

ble on its tempting bait.

Collect the Jedi Symbols

No less than five issues of Nintendo Power

Magazine feature articles and codes on the

Super Star Wars: Return of the Jedi Came.

The most popular tidbit are the is Classified

Information codes found in Volume 77.

Volume 67 out-

lines the game's
tough spots and

maps the desert

stages and the

Ewok Village.

Volume 75 unvailed

the Force Power
Codes in Classified

Stump Jumping on Endor

mamsmam

If you're not watching where you're flying, Endor tree bark

can take a big bite out of your life line. Dodge the Imperial

Stormtroopers and blast them as they fly in front of you. If

you can't shoot your foes, try bouncing them into the trees. If

you make an effort to collect all the large red hearts that

repair your bike's damage,

you should clear this stage

on your first try.

If you can't shoot the speeding
Imperial Stormtroopers, try

bouncing them into tree

trunks. If you try to collect all

the large red hearts in this

stage, you'll have no problem
reaching the Ewok Village.

ILeia is the most versatile character to use

Return of the Jedi. She appears in three

[different forms throughout the game, but

her Rebel trooper equipment is the best.

fLeia's speed, leaping attacks and power-

jful blaster enable her to hold her own
against any foe.

Rebel Leia's fast

reflexes, powerful

leaps and heavy
firepower make her

the most versatile

and best character

in Super Star Wars:
Return of the Jedi.



Three Leias in One Came
While there are five different characters to choose from in Return of the Jedi, LeiaJ

is the only character that has three different appearances. While armed with dif-
"

ferent weapons in each of her guises, Leia has stunning speed and dexterity that

always remain the same.

Leia the Hull
Armed with only a bro-

ken chain and very little

armor, Leia defend her-

self with a dazzling spin

attack. You might

remember seeing Leia in

this get up in the movie

when she was captured

by Jabba the Hutt.

Leia Boushh Rebel Leia
Leia donned this bounty

hunter disguise to infiltrate

Jabba the Hutt's fortress

on Tatooine. Her composite

spear is extremely effec-

tive against monsters,

especially when it is com-

bined with her spinning

somersault move.

Leia is best et,_.r r .

.

when she's wearing Rebel

body armor, A seasoned

veteran, she rarely misses

a target with her blaster,

and her spinning leaps

make any jump easy. Leia

uses this outfit while

exploring Endor.

On the Edge of the Shockwave
The last stage is a 3-D rotating

level. Guide the Millennium

Falcon out of the exploding Death

Star before you're consumed by

the blast. Hold the B Button

JEDI CODES
Super Star Wars: Return of the Jedi is one of

the most challenging games ever made for

the Super NES. Even if you're not a Jedi

arrior, you can tilt the odds in your favor

ith one of the cool codes listed below.

Start the game with 99 chances to win!

The first time the Start Gome screen appears,

press the following button sequence on

Controller 1: X, X, B, A, Y and Start. If the code

doesn't work, turn the power off before trying

again.

INFINITE DETONATORS

The first time the Start Game screen appears,

enter the following button sequence on

Controller 1: B, X, B, X, B, X, B
,
B, B, Y. Press the

X Button during the ganirttlae a Thermal

Detonator. If the code doeiiYt work, turn the

power off before trying again.

EXTRA CDNTINUE5

The first time the appears,

press the following buffcgPfeSWnte on Controlle

1: A, B, A, Y, A, X. If the code doesn't work, turn

DEBUG MENU

The first time thot the Start wim# screen appears,

press and hold the L and R Buttons on Controller 2,

then press the following button sequence on Controlle

1: A, A, B, B, X, X, Y, Y, A/IJT/X A, B, X and Y. Now

start the game. When you want to access the Debug

Menu, press the L and R Buttons on Controller 2.

The Invincibility code works only on the side-

scrolling stages.

Enter the Debug Menu code, then use the Controller

2 and press and release the Select, A, B, X and Y

Buttons all at the same time.



stand the test of time.

Even though your car might look like some kind of generic, European

made, high-performance sports car, it is actually supposed to be a

futuristic, high powered vehicle. During your career as a Top Gear

racer, you'll trek from planet to planet to go up against other interstel-

lar racing aficionados. Along the way you'll earn credits to buy addi-

tional souped-up parts for your car, including better engines (a must)

and other gadgets. These devices add to the dynamics of the race, and

purchasing the correct upgrades adds a lot of strategy to the

Championship season. You'll have to place first in most of the early

races to earn enough credits to

have any chance in the later races. 53STtn LEHEUE TABLE

the heavens, Top Gear

3000 does have a ton

of variety. There are so

many tracks, you'll

e^ily spend hours rac-

ing because of the sheer number of courses!

added challenge of

needing to win

Kemco s classic Sujier;NtS

auto racing game is^reyvinq

up for rereleasel Although it

may not have the flashy

graphics of more contempo-

rary racing games, its

unique features and long

play value help it with-



i’g, which isparticularly^h'elpfuliBetter Tires will improve your cqrs

the winding tracks later in the gaij
A better Engine will give your car a higher top speed. This is the most

essential upgrade.

Reinforce the body ot your car sp

you collide with other cars or otis

will adversely affect your car's p£

The Jump item will make it easin' ^you^coi e ctthe ft.bnj
i;

that float above the track. Yoj can also jump over.cats 05 els

your path. Look out fcr tamps cn.TOjtrack ti.’at wik'le.^ycu ci

without the Jump item.



Tip Fassurd!
Cheaters do prosper in Top Gear 3000. There

Clmiplnnship UIdQg

BKlilS THE
BONUS

RECHARGE AN
REPAIR

CREDIT JACKPOT!

In the Championship mode, you'll race

against 19 computer controlled racers

through leagues based on several different

planetary systems. As you race, you'll earn

credits to upgrade your car. Your goal is to

make it to the galactic core and ultimate vic-

tory!

are several password codes for this game that

will start you out with extra items or credits.

Having all the upgrades from the beginning

will get your racing career off to a great start,

but it won't guarantee you success!

Enter MICKSMELANIE as your password
and you'll start with the Jump, Attractor

and Warp items.

ALWAYS
QUALIFIED

RHCE OVER!

As you race around the track, don't miss

any of the yellow globes. These will

give you valuable bonus credits or

power-ups, such as an extra boost.

The red strips ot road recharge your bat-

teries and the blue strips repair damage.
Drained batteries and excessive damage
will severely hinder your car's perfor-

mance. Use your Booster to recharge.

Use MICK4CLAUDIA as your password
and you'll automatically qualify for the

next race, even if you do poorly.

NINTENDO POWER



You ea'n ,alspfplayi i mteio.dr

tonlifec^Gohiputer-oo'nJr.ollec

choose fromufour different

upgrades. Ijjthout upgrade

pure'tert df ra'cing sl<ill. Pro

- only four cars on the track,

i Seems a little more mmmm
skilled in this mode. K~2|

i Still, if you want to

race against the BBffjfl

! computer, the
[
Kujt

Championship P '*5

l mode is better |C ^
. because it has more Wf/i
jj

depth.

You can play against up to three friends in the YS: 1

Mode. There are four different cars to ch'pdse.

from, each with slightly different characteristic^

Choose wisely since there are no upgrades in the

VS. Mode. The four cars are: The Cheetah, which:

has high acceleration but low max speed and

only medium boost; The Demon, with high accel-

eration, medium max speed and low boost; The

Phantom, with medium acceleration, low max

speed and high boost; and The Pegasus, with low

acceleration, high max speed and medium boost.

VOLUME 93 Qj

One of the coolest features of Top Gear 3000 is I

multi-player modes. You can play with two to fo

players (you'll need a Multi-Tap to play with thr<

players). The four-way split screen isn't as much <

icap as you might think, since most of the action

in a small area.
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Step up and enter the tournament! Fifteen fighters from around the globe enter the

arena to vie for ultimate victory in Nintendo's Game Boy version of King of Fighters

'95. For true fisl-to-fist fun, one or two players can battle it out on their Game Boys

using a Game Link, or they can go head-to-head on the

Super NES using a Super Game Boy. With 15

challengers, the game offers a good mix of

characters and fighting styles. You can pick

one combatant to take on all the other

fighters, or you can opt for a group of

three contestants to face your fearsome

rivals in tag team fashion. Either way, to

win this year's tournament, you'll have

to defeat the contest's evil organizer,

Omega Rugal, and his brainwashed side-

kick before you'll be able to call yourself the

true King of Fighters!

© SNK 1995

©TAKARA1996



THE KING OF FIGHTERS '95

There are four different ways to play King of

Fighters '95, two for single players and another

two for those who want to fight it out with a

friend.

In this mode a single combatant takes on all

15 fighters, including a double, one-by-one

in a best of three bouts series before taking

on Rugal's henchman and the fiendish Rugal

himself!

Team Attack
You can't determine the win-

ner of the overall tournament

in the two-player modes, but

you can have terrific single

matches between combatants

or between two three-fighter

This option lets you pick a three-

fighter team to pit against the

teams picked by the computer.

You'll keep playing until all your

teammates have fallen or until

you’ve defeated all the other

fighters.

Every character in King of Fighters '95 comes complete with a unique set of special

moves, but there are some common maneuvers that they all will use to do battle. You

may not be able to take the tournament by using only this list of moves, but some of

them can come in handy on your way to capturing the crown.

You can simply strike your opponent in a standing posi-

tion, or you can jump and strike for an aerial attack.
A throw can do some damage, but it won't work unless

your character is very close to the other combatant.

Bask OO or QQ
Your character can quickly dash forward to take on a

fighter and then dash back to avoid enemy attacks.

Badge AB Simultaneously

By dodging, your character can avoid most enemy

attacks, with the major exception of throwing maneuvers.

EentmUack A or B (while dodging;
If your enemy has you pinned down with punches, just

dodge and use a counterattack to get back in the game.

SavingPawer » +ab
This ability lets you store up energy so that your attacks do

more damage and so you can perform Super Special Moves.

Pravake select

All fighters can use Super Special Moves once their power

meters reach maximum, but some characters' special

moves are much easier to perform than others.

Provoking allows you to lower your opponent's power

meter for a moment, unless it's at maximum. It's a risky

move, though, because it leaves you open for attack.

VOLUME 93
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Shinku Katategoma
laido Kick

Triple Resist Kick

Super Lightning Kick
iHeauenBlastFlasliSlash Kick

Tiger Kick

TNT Punch
Golden Heel Hurter

A Repeatedly
+ « «-+A

Tiger Flame Punch
Saiha

Raioh-Ken

Hundred Blows
Yuri Super Upper
Haoh Shoko-Ken

Psycho Ball Attack

Psycho Reflector

Phoenix Arrow
Psycho Sword
iShining Crystal Bit

Flying Slice

Flying Kick

Comet Cruncher

+ Charge *+A
Jump++ » ++A
Charge -*+A

BmmmSiMSiWhile every one of the 15 contestants in King of Fighters '95

is different, some share a common style of martial arts and
many even belong to the same clan. Family rivalry has never

been this interesting!

One of the toughest in the tour-

nament, Nikaido is hoping

to use his fierce kicking tech-

nique to knock all the other

contestants (especially his close

friend and rival, Kyo I IH ItfflfXI
Kusanagi) out of

the competition. pSfluSE

Miigsslii

This unsurpassed master of Thai boxing is planning to win

every bout with his unique blend of speed and versatile

technique. He's a perfect pick for players who like a fighter

who can brawl with

finesse.

UlIjiSK
One of the few fighters who wields a weapon, Billy Cane has

brought his big stick to this battle for the sole purpose of pum-
meling his bitter enemy, Terry Bogard. Here's a great grudgennSstamki

Not only is Yuri well-studied in a

form of the Kyokugen School of

Karate that's exclusively for

women, she's also Ryo Sakazaki's

little sister! Ready IrffffTJPffff

for a serious sibling

squabble? mpnimM Athena Asamlya
Athena Asamlya may be the youngest competitor in the battle,

but because of her superhuman abilities, she's also one of the

best. She has entered .

Commander of a band

of mercenaries (he's actually Ralf's boss), Jeidern has been

known to strike a pompous pose while in battle.

A teacher of the beautiful art of Tae Kwan Doe,

Kim Kaphwan is determined to show the other

participants in the tournament that his style is

finer, faster, and more powerful than ______
any other fighting method. HI

NINTENDO POWER

Club Twist B Repeatedly

Sparrow Drop *

Club Blow «“ + = + +B
Super Power Club « * * -»+A

1Flaming Hurricane «»-»» + * ++B



Lightning Legs

Knockout Kick

Koho

Haoho Shokoh-Ken

Zanretsu-Ken

Jumping Tiger Flame Punch

Kyokugen Kick Dance

Super Bullet Attack

Dragon Uppercut

Dragon's Fang

Dragon Talon Tear

iDragon God Drubbing

I
Ryuko Ranbt

Burning Knuckles

Power Wave
Raising Tackle

Crack Shot

Power Dunk

Kachosen

Ryu-enbu

Deadly Ninja Bees
Flying Squirrel Dance
Flying Squirrel Dance
Flying Dragon Blast

iPowerGey

Vulcan Punch

Gatling Attack

Super Argentine

Back Breaker

Blitzkrieg Punch
Super Vulcan Punch

B Repeatedly
«• Charge + +B

Dark Thrust

Fire Ball

Deadly Flower

Dark Crescent Slice

,Maiden Masher

Dark Thrust

Fire Ball

Spinning Kick

Crescent Slash

New Wave Smash

Spirit Blast

Shadow Slicer

Stallion Kick

Mist Slash

Born Slicer

Zantetsuha

Shadow Attack

Ryu Sakazati
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Name
Vote for your favorite games. Answer a few

questions. Get a chance to win prizes in our Address

Player's Poll Contest. What could be easier or

more fun? Fill out the card and mail it in!
ci,y

Check out the list on page 106, then write down the numbers for your

five favorite games in order of preference, with your top choice first.

A. Super NES 1, 2. 3. 4. 5.

B. Game Boy 1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

C. Nintendo 64 1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

D. Which five products are you most interested in playing?

1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

E. How old are you?

1. Under 6 2.6-11 3.12-14 4.15-17 5.18-24 6. 25 or older

F. Sex

1 . Male 2. Female

G. Are you a subscriber to Nintendo Power?

1. Yes 2. No

H. Did you find the subscribers-only N64 Power Tips booklet useful?

1.

Yes 2. No

3. 1 didn't receive the booklet.

BACK ISSUE/PLAYER’S GUIDE ORDER FORII

Catch up on the classics. Order Nintendo Power issues listed on

the back of this form. The prices shown include the cost of ship-

ping and handling.

city State/Prov. Zip/Poscal Code

Cheek or Money Order MauerCard O Voa

State/Prov. Zip/Postal

Code Telephone No.

I. Which cover did your January issue of Nintendo Power have?

1 . Dash Rendar 2. Stormtrooper 3. Boba Fett

4. IG-88 5. 1 didn't get the January Issue

J. Do you like the idea of having multiple covers, with some being rarer than others?

1. Yes 2. No 3. 1 don't care

K. Which cover did you like best?

1 . Boba Fett 2. Stormtrooper 3. Dash Rendar

L. Which of the following re-designed columns do you like the most?

1 . Power Charts 2. Counselors’ Comer 3. Arena

4. Player’s Poll Contest 5. Now Playing 6. Pak Watch

Trivia Question: In (Star Wars: Shadows of the Empire), how many challenge points are in

Escape from Echo Base?

Answer:

Mail in your card now. and keep your fingers crossed!

YOUR GAME PLAY SKILLS
Keep your game playin' fingers nice and toasty all through

the winter with Nintendo Power's lineup of super fun. Get

inside info straight from the pros at Nintendo. Find tips

on your old favorites in Nintendo Power back issues.

Learn things you didn’t know from Nintendo Power tip

books and Players’ Guides, covering all the best Nintendo

games, including the mega-hit Super Mario 64. And for

your reading relaxation, check out our comic graphic nov-

els. To get the goods shipped straight to your house, send

your order form to:

Nintendo Power Magazine

P.O. Box 97032

Redmond, WA 98073-9732



Place

First Class

Here

Nintendo Power
P.O. BOX 97062

Redmond, WA 98073-9762

Quantity

(Limit 5 ot each is

#33550
#33549
#33548

#33547
#33546

#33545
#33544
#33543

#33542
#33541

#33540
#33539

#27658
#27656

#27655

#33947
#33946
#33103

#32591

#28404

#27127
#26641
#24949
#20685

Volume 92 (Jan. -971

Volume 91 (Dec. '96)

Volume 90 (Nov. '961

Volume 89 (Oct. ’96)

Vblume 88 (Sep. '96)

Volume 87 (Aug. ’96)

Volume 86 (July'96)

Volume 85 (June -96)

Volume 84 (May -96)

Volume 83 (Apr. ’96)

Volume 81 (Feb. '96)

Volume 80 (Jan. '96)

Volume 67 (Dec. ’94)

Volume 65 (Oct. '941

Volume 64 (Sept. '941

Set (Vol. 74-79)

Set (Vol. 68-73)

Set (Vol. 56-61)

Set (Vol. 50-55)

Set (Vol. 44-49)

Set (Vol. 32-37)

Set (Vol. 26-31)

Set (Vol. 20-25)

Set (Vol. 13-19)

Set (Vol. 1-6)

U.S.

Price

$5.50

$5.50

$5.50

$5.50

$5.50

$5.50

$5.50

$5.50

$5.50

$5.50

$5.50

$5.50

S5S0
S550
S5.50

S5.50

$24.00

$24.00

$24.00

$24.00

$24.00

$24,00

$24.00

$24.00

$24.00

S24.00

Canadian

Price

$7.00

$7.00

$7.00

$7.00

$7.00

$7.00

$7.00

$7.00

$7.00

$7.00

$7.00

$7.00

$7.00

$7.00

$7.00

$7.00

$26.00

$26.00

$26.00

$26.00

$26.00

$26.00

$26.00

$26.00

$26.00

$26.00

#21121
#19687

#34576

#34039
#32588

#32587
#30143
#30142
#29022
#27645
#27646
#27919

#25013 HZ3IZ
#24330
#22403

#27642
#27643

$7.00

$7.00

$17.50

$17.50

$17.50

$18.00

$17.50

$25.50

$17.50

$1750

$25.50

$17.50

$25.50

$1750

S2550

$25.50

S2550

WasItrgtcnSl u addSTS sales rax (multiplysubtotal hy 062) Oiler vald while

na stamped envelopeandmail to thisaddress:

Subtotal $

Sales Tax $
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r Action!
FACE OFF WITH

( THE GREAT ONE!

NINTENDO POWER



Pick three
controllers!

• The NHLPA & NHL Present

WAYNE SRETZKY'S 3-D
HOCKEY ARCADE GAMEL

• Wayne Gretzky's 3-D

Hockey, from Midway,
for the N64!

• A Nintendo 64!

. 3 extra , IS
in the colors of your choice,

pins 4 Controller Paksr

^0co\ Jd
r/'P.

5 Winners

POWER PLAY
fcRACKAGE

ji piny short-handed!

Wayne Gretzky's 3-D

Hockey for the N64!

3 N64 Controllers!

4 Controller Paks!

50 Winners!

(NINTENDO POWER
T-SHIRTS
Light the Lamp in a Power T!

OFFICIAL CONTEST RULES

No purchase necessary. To enter, e

NINTENDO POWER
PLAYER’S POLL VOL. 93

P.0. BOX 97062

REDMOND. WA 98073-9

One entry per person, please,

must be postmarked no I
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I

mole-napper, Jinbe! It’s a terrible

predicament for the mild-mannered
si) mammals, but the scene is set for the

\ most challenging puzzle-action game
since the Adventures of Lolo series for

v 4 thelMES. As Muddy Mole, you must use
your sharp sense and expert mole hole-^ -. digging ability to clear the many rooms

'u, that stand between you and your anxious
family. Time’s running out—dig in!

/ quest Mode

This is the Level

Select screen in

Quest mode. As you
clear the stages, the This is an example of the Vs.

mode screen. It's the classic

battle of the Farmer against

the hole-making mole!

to you.

Wcworms



MOLE MANIA

A new obstacle debuts in Stage Two: the

floor spikes. You can push objects onto

and throw objects over 12 3
the spikes, but Muddy ^
Mole has no tennis ui^
shoes, so walking on the Q
spikes is not possible. y HLJH
You'll have to find anoth- M HESP^I
er way around. ^ MMT |

Black Ball. If it

falls into a hole,

it will reappear
in the upper left.

above that will

be useful in

clearing the

Dig a tunnel from
the top center to

the left edge.

Push the pin up.

Go through the

upper right hole

and push the pin

Pull the ball down
two spaces, then

get on its left

side and flip it

over your head.

The ball will now
be in line with the

gets angry, duck
antfcover under-

ground. When
he cools off,

push the lower

Black Bail up
two spaces.

While Punton's
stuck, hit him
with the Black

Balls three

times. The only

spinning he'll he
doing will be in

Ouch! Three
pokes is enough
to put Kangaroon

,

out of business,

but you have to

keep moving

those spikes.

-
:

2

o

"ill

1
&

1 L^-rar 1 !IPS



Stage Fpur, Pipe Land* contain Barrels, new objects that will

help, and sometimes hinder, your progress. You can push, pull

and throw them. Once they fall down a hole, though, they are

there for good. Stuck Barrels block underground passages, so

lopk before you toss.

First, eliminate

both enemies
with the Black

Ball. Dig'the

hole as shown

Go underground

and come up as

shown. Push the

Weight right and

into the upper
right comer.

the upper left.

Next, maneuver

the left Elbow

Pipe to the bot-

tom left corner.

Remember ftat

Elbow Pipes can
only be pushed,

not pulled.

Come around to

the left side and

push the second
Weight to the

right next to the

Slide the Weight

down and to the

right one space.

Push the Barrel

from the upper
' left to fill the

top center hole.

Push the Barrel

into the hole and
take the Black
Ball to the exit.

Dig extra holes,

as the Barrel

blocks the under-

ground path.

Place the other

Elbow Pipe in

front of the door

exactly as

shown on the

map, and throw
the Black Ball to

the left.

Shove the Weight
left and down one
space to clear

the way for the

Dig a hole under

the entrance and
move the cabbage.

Now push the

Elbow Pipe over to

the right as

shown.

Tile MAc
WPrkCHcBPush the Elbow

Pipe to the door.

Throw the upper

left Barrel down,
then go under and
move to the upper

right before the

hole is filled.

Enter the tun-

nels immediately
and comp up
along the top.

Move the top

Elbow Pipe so it

linjwupwith the

Mao Wrencher.

Move the Elbow
Pipe to the upper
left door and
throw the Black

Ball through it.

Push the Pipe up

and walk through

the door.

Come up to the

left of the upper

i right Barrel.

.
i

Push the Elbow
Pipe left into the

j

corner and

i throw the Barrel

left.

Move the right *

Elbow Pipe tt>

catch the flying

wrenches.
They'll How-
through the

pipes and hit fhe

Throw the Black
Ball down and

quickly move out

of the way.

Move the right

Elbow Pipe to

the lower right
Go under and
move to the

lower right

before the Barrel

comes back and

fills in the hole.
STOKeTs
bomb appears,

duck under-

ground.

Three taptes of

his own medi-
Repeat this

process around

the room clock-

wise. When you

reachthe Black

Ball, throw it left

through the Pipes

to the door.

enough to foul

the Wrencber's

plan, but don't

get caught in the

crossfire!

"Wait for the ball,

then push the Elbow
Pipe left into its

path. Open the door
and complete the

room asshown.

Push the center
: Weight up one

pa i; i_j i.mam |
square, then go

\1 Mr ij'out the Asons

Ls •© gg®| 1
;

i with the Barrel.



Stage Five, Ice Land, is the frpzetrhome of Big Mama and

her evil offspring. Be prepared for the new Arrow. Muddy

Mole can walk on them without a problem, but any object

that is placed on one of these panels will immediately

shoot in the direction indicated.

Fill the top,right

hole with the bot-

tom right Barrel.

Fill the hole to the

left of the spikes

with the next

Toss the barrel

over your head to

the left. Push the

Weight down one
space and then

dig a hole above

Move ball and

then the barrel

to the positions

shown. Throw
the ball down a

hole so that it

appears back in

its original place.

Fill the right

center hole with

move the Ball to

the door. Come
up below the

Weight to push
the Ball through.

Slide the Cabbage
one space to the

right. Move the

right Weight to the

wall and roll the

Black Ball to the

space below it.

Move the other

Weight onto the

square shown.

Throw the Black

Ball left so that i

1
1
/

Fill the hole clos-

est to the door

with the Barrel.

Push the Weight Ibe biacK Bails^

move'the Bah'onto in their orioinal \

" ~ WlirfliitT '
T 1

the Down Arrow.

Move the Weight
right again and

drag the Ball to

the door. BiBii
.
-T

'*'
1
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Muddy Mole had better be ready for a tough fight in Stage

Six, because he's crossed into the Sammy Brothers' turf.

These two thugs are determined to do Jinbe's dirty work
and have put their heads together to try to outsmart our

hairy hero. Don't give up yet-you're almost there!

Dig a hole as

shown and come
up to the left ol

Move the Barrel

above the lower
right hole. Come
up under the

Black Ball and
maneuver it to

Throw it left

over the spikes.

Come through

the hole, throw
the Black Ball up
and push it right

onto the spikes.

Come up through

the top, center

Pull the Black

Ball up, then

move the Barrel

around until it

stops on the

Down Arrow.
Pull it left two

Move the bottom
Barrel to the top

row to form a

barrier. If you

throw the Black
Ball right, it will

Move a Barrel

left onto the

sunken Barrel, fill

in the hole near-

est the door with
another, and bring

the Black Ball

spikes until you

have a clear shot

Move the Barrel

up, then right,

then throw it

n
-

*



oV'nVli

When you hit the

Snow Man with

a ball, he'll split

into two Snow
Men. Hit one of

them to split'll in



ItlORTHL KOItlBflT

HDUJ BO I DEFEAT ItlOTHRD?

level

U you've selected, Motaro can be

merely tough or nearly impossible

to defeat. No matter which warrior

you've chosen, there are some proven

methods for defeating this beast. You

have to keep moving. Motaro can't use

his best attacks on a moving target. If he

jumps toward you, hit him with an upper-

cut. You can use your combo attacks only

when Motaro collapses to the floor.

Motaro can’t use his best attacks on a moving
target, so stay in motion throughout the battle.

When Motaro jumps toward you, hithim with an
uppercut. Use a combo when you knock him down.

H01B DD I CREATE A CDItlBD

I

t takes patience to discover and

create combos, but your hard

work pays off when you add this

lethal attack to your martial arts arse-

nal. Press a kick or punch button twice

to start a combo. Depending on your

warrior, you'll have to experiment

with each kick or punch until you dis-

cover a two-hit combo. After you've

figured out a two-hit combo, try

adding different punches or kicks until

you have a three- or four-hit combo.

™o? Hi
Once you have a four-hit combo
complete your attack with one of you

character's special moves, or try i

ing the Control Stick in other direc

tions while experimenting with

ous kick or punch buttons.

Experiment by pressing each kick or punch but-

ton twice until you discover a two-hit combo.

0 mnmopowEK

Try adding different punches or kicks until your

two-hit combo becomes a four-hit combo.
Finally, add a special move to your four-hit combo
or experiment with other kicks and punches.



Blue Bear will give you the bowling ball. Take it to

Bazooka Bear and blast up into Sky High Secret

V before you can reach the floating

island in Mekanos. See Blizzard Bear

in K3 and deliver his present to Blue Bear in

Cotton-Top Cove. When you give Blue the

present, he'll give you a bowling ball. Take

it to Bazooka Bear in his Barracks on

Mekanos. Bazooka will load the bowling

ball into his cannon. Big Bessie, and blast

the Kongs up into Sky High Secret.
Visit Blizzard Bear at K3 to get the present, then

deliver it to Blue Bear in Cotton-Top Cove.

HOIK DO I READ THE FLAGS DA THE ItlflP?

T
he flags on the overworld map all

tell a tale, but you need to know

how to read them. A pink flag indi-

cates that Dixie finished the level the

first time, while a blue flag lets you know

that Kiddy yanked on the lanyard. A flag

that barely flutters means that there are

still Bonus Coins hidden in the level. An

unfurled flag indicates that you've found

all the Bonus Coins. You'll see a yellow

pennant attached to the flag if you have

the DK Coin for the level.

A flag that barely flutters tells you that Bonus

Coins are still hiding somewhere inside the level.

You've found all the Bonus Coins if the flag is

unfurled and flapping in the strong breeze.

If you find the DK Coin in the level, you'll see a yel-

low pennant attached to the flag over the stage.

Y
ou must jab Barbos in three under

water chambers before she'll cry

uncle. Use Enguarde's bill to bounce

the small Lurchins back into Barbos's face.

HOIII BO I DEFEAT BARBOS?

After you eliminate Barbos's protective

shells, you can jab her between the eyes.

You'll do this again in the second chamber

after you lure the homing shells back at

In the first chamber, jab at the Lurchins and

bounce them back into Barbos's ugly mug.

Lure the homing shells back at Barbos's face in the

second chamber, then bonk her between the eyes.

Barbos. Swim to the top of the third cham-

ber to avoid Barbos's spiked attack. You'll

have a few seconds to spear Barbos before

she releases another fusillade.

Dodge Barbos'sspike attack, then finish her off

with two quick jabs in the third chamber.

VOLUME 93



H cony, the star will spiral up to the

top of the roof. To retrieve it, use

your long jump to jump to the dormer

roof near the balcony. After you reach

the roof, run up to the top. You'll have to

hold the Z Button to crawl up to the top

of the main roof. Walk along the middle

of the roof, then run down the platform

and jump for your star. After you defeat Big Boo, use your long jump and

leap for the dormer roof next to the balcony.

Hold the Z Button to crawl up to the top of the

main roof, then run down and jump for your star.

[j]j HO W DP i BREAK THE UlflL L S in MPfflP'5 FORTRESS?
i a

Y
ou need blast away the sharp cor-

ners on the walls of Whomp's
Fortress to find the sixth star. This is

a tough challenge because it's hard to find

clues on what you need to do. Slide down

the barrel of the cannon and aim at the

corner of the brick wall near the rotating

bridge. If you chip off the corners of the

two sharp walls near the cannon, you'll

find the sixth star. Climb up to the bridge

to retrieve the star or jump inside the can-

non and blast to the top of the fortress.

This sharp corner on Whomp's Fortress hides the

sixth star. Blast Mario into it until it breaks apart.

While you can break both corners off the sharp

edged walls, only one conceals the sixth star.

MERE IS THE ItlETHL CHP?

Switch. You'll find the entrance to the

Metal Cap Cavern in Dorrie's Lake, in

the Hazy Maze Cave inside the base-

ment of the Castle. Guide Dorrie to

the double steel doors along the

shores of the lake, jump off Dorrie,

enter the doors, and dive into the

Metal Cap Cavern course.

?

1

Y
ou can find Mario's Metal Cap in

any of the Green Blocks through-

out the game, but first you'll

need to hit the green Metal Cap

The transparent Green Blocks will turn solid after

you find the Metal Cap Switch in Hazy Maze Cave.

Guide Dorrie across the lake to the double steel

doors leading to the Metal Cap Cavern.

After you enter the Metal Cap Cavern, jump

across the water and up to the green switch.

Q mmmopowcK



CflSTLEUflnifl II:
BELItlOUT'S REUEnGE

HOIK DO I DEFEAT RUtAULO A11D tllfflBLER?

K
umuToand^imBlerafe two trident-

toting rams that live in the Plant

Castle. To defeat the beasts, you'll

have to avoid the spray of three energy

shots each monster shoots from his mouth.

The tridents won't hurt you unless you run

into them. Stand on the elevator in the

center of the room. Whenever a ram drops

his trident, use your whip or special

weapon on his head. You can also use

your whip on the inbound energy balls.

HD1D JO I DEFEAT DARK SIDE?

D
ark Side is the cloaked figure floating

around at the end of the Crystal

Castle. He wields a magic staff that

controls the thunder clouds overhead. Dark

Side often turns invisible and reappears as a

gem where you are standing. You can hurt

him only while he is in gem form. Hit the

gem until Dark Side fully materializes as a

cloaked figure, then run to the other side of

the chamber before Dark Side's lightning

can strike you on the head. Repeat this

technique until Dark Side is washed up.

sz

i

Avoid the lightning controlled by Dark Side's staff

and wait for him to fade into his gem form again.

!

In the US fl Call:

11-9 0 0 -28 8- 0707
(95E per minute. Callers under 18

I
need parental permission to call.

O&fl FAST FACTS In Canada Call:
1-900-451-4400
($1.25 perminute.Callersunder18

need parental permission to call.)

Or write to: Counselors' Corner, P.0. Box 97033

Redmond, WA 98073-9733

^ PGR TOUR '96 COLLEGE S L fl IU YOGI BEAR ffl YOGI’S GDLDRUSHj

Q: 1 can't get a mulligan!

11 : You can take mulligans only inPractice mode.

Q: Why is my tee shot flying left or right

when there is no wind?

fl: It depends on where your shot meter

stopped when you tapped theA Button. If

the meter is left of the0% mark, the ball will

go left If it is right, the ball will fly right.

fl: Can 1 break the backboard?

A : Yes, but you can't control when it happens.

A player with a high dunk ability will ran-

domly shatter the backboard some time

during the second half.

Q: How do 1 use an extra power boost?

fl: Hold the turbo button and press forward

on the Control Pad four times. The boost

knocks over any opponent in your way.

fl: Is there more than one ending?

fl : Yes. You must save Jellystone Park by col-

lecting all of the coins in the twelve safes

hidden in the game to get the best ending.

fl: How do 1 get extra continues?

fl : You must collect 99 picnic baskets on the

same life and in the same stage.
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Lace^upgg^u£>rtf'nriing shoes! It's time to raise Kodpa the

QuicMo the'top of the mountain in Bob-omb'Battlefield.

John Pabian of Livonia, Michigan made it to the flagpole in

37.9 seconds! How, fast can the course? You might

sd • ;>u! on \our Ui:n; ( .i:> . i n-i- ap and < archil

ly plan your route to the summit. Take a photo of your time

after you touch the flagpole and send it in to the Arena. The. top 25 fastest times will trot away with

four Super Power-Stamps, good for cash off gear in the Super Power Supplies Catalog!

Cut the perfect wave as you flip, dip and bound through ~V 5
?ir’

''*

rings, racking up the most stunt points in North America! This

month's Wave Race 64 challenge is for the highest score in

stunt mode. Select Dolphin Park and catch all the rings as

you pull off your most dizzying acrobatic moves. How many I——^ —

—

i

points can you score before time runs out? 20,000? 30,000? You can do better than that! The top 25

scores will-ride away with four Super Power Stamps.

How last can you dart through Crescent Island's tunnel using ^
1

'

. -
Pause your game as sooq.as you fly through the goal ring, Br i., ' t.

-

. iV-a-vv,

then set dp-your camera. When you're ready to take a pic-

ture, releasrpause and take-your best shot. You have about;three seconds to snap your photo before

your time fades away. The top 25 tfmes will flyipff with foufeSuper Power Stamps.

This fun challenge doesn't require much skill, but

it will test your creativity! What's the best Mario

expression you've ever created in Super Mario

64? You can learn more about making faces on

page 7 of your Super Mario 64 instruction manu-

al, or you can experiment for yourself using the A
and R Buttons with the Control Stick. Take a

photo of your best game face and send it in to the

Arena. If we use your Mario fate in a future issue,

you'll pick up four Super Power Stamps.

fcxrs.

Tt)4& 0'%^% BATTLE ZONE
SUPER MARIO 64

WAVE RACE 64

O0’54"83CHALLENGE #2
PILOTWINGS 64

21 kWh



FEB RVA
KILLER INSTINCT

Finished Killer Instinct without using a

Continue (Volume 87)

Scott Aston

jason Billups

Kevin Briggs

Matt Burdine

David Chandler

Albert Bohan Chen

Michael Clark

Luis Cordova

Justin Darnell

Derrick DesRoches

Philip Eggleston

Kurt Erwin

Adam Fry

Frederic Gauthier

Robb Giddings

Nolan Jacobs

Nathan lefferies

Eric Johnson

John Kemp
Danny Li

Joao Magalhaes

Jaron McClain

Kenny McHoes
Allen Pegram

Evan Pollino

Danny Reckman

Zachary Silvero

YOSHI'S
100% scores in all si>

Eric Aiken

Ken Banks

James Bauer

Andrew Bilyk

Adrian Botez

Jeremiah Brewer

Jeremy Castellano

Felix Cincotta

Jim Cornwell

Derek Denny

Andy Dietrich

Aaron Faulkner

Jaso Gookins

Jeramy Hall

Eli Havlicek

Ryan Hughes

Riverside, CA
Pensacola, FL

ML Vemon, OH
Weirton, WV
Oxnard, CA
Monrovia, CA
Pelzer, SC

Mission, TX

Jefferson, NC
Miscouche, PD

Carrollton, GA
Cottage Grove, OR
SL Loins, MO
Chicoutimi, PQ
Durham, NC
Winfield, KS

Palatine, IL

Omaha, NE

El Monte, CA
Caldwell, NJ

Kaneohe, HI

Eugene, OR
Cody, WY
Los Angeles, CA
League City, TX

Cincinnati, OH
Newton, NJ

Browns Mills, NJ

Clarion, IA

Germantown, TN
Hazleton, PA

Benton, City, WA

ISLAND
x worlds (Volume 87)

Fort Wayne, IN

Ridgecrest, CA
Tucson, AZ
Ava, MO
Madison, Wl
Delavan, IL

Oceanside, CA
Feeding Hills, MA
Williamsville, NY
Belleville, Ml

Walker, Ml

Greenwood, IN

Orlando, FL

Reading, PA

McLoud, OK
Callao, VA

NP BP m
MCMXCVII

Richard Idell

Trevor Johnston

John Kemp
Andrew Kush

Tyler, TX

Jackson, MS
Omaha, NE
Highgate, VT

Michael Chrisope

Ryan Cloyd

Delbert Curio

Matthew Daniels

Springfield, MO
FL Collins, CO
Lewiston, Ml

Riverview, FL

Paul Larkins Ashbum, VA Christopher Davies Toledo, OH
Justin Lemer Omaha, NE Patrick Doruling Baltimore, MD
Brenden MacDonald Uduelet, BC Evan Foley Jackson, NJ

Stephen Materkowski Smock, PA Nick Franklin Areata, CA
Alexandre Nguyen Saint-Hubert, PQ Adam Gallucci Portland, OR
Derek Olson Duluth, MN Elneedna Graham Newark, NJ

Kurt Pulczinski Greenbush, MN Beverly Hartzog Jefferson City, MO
Vinson Ridendur Bellflower, CA Mike Herman Mission Viejo, CA
Brian Rogers Macomb, IL John Hershberger Astoria, NY
Joshua Santos San Jose, CA Steven Isaacson San Jose, CA
Justin Schultz Ollie, IA Stephen King III Suquamish, WA
Brian Shoop Cornwall, PA Denny Kochert, Jr. Georgetown, IN

Zachary Silvero Newton, NJ Billy Kohls Cedar Falls, IA

Kevin Souter Buffalo, NY Joseph Lara ^':Hurst, TX

David Taylor Poway, CA Rannel Liwanag San Diego, CA
Eric Valdes Miami, FL Jeffrey Liske Calgary, AB

Tyler Watson Woodstock, ON Alex Long Middleton, OH
Nick Wilson Oak Park, CA BJ Miller Grantsville, MD
Anthony Xavier San Mateo, CA Anthony Neshewat Yonkers, NY
David Zoland San Jose, CA Tim Pollard Whitehall, IL

Michael Rhaney Raleigh, NC

SUPER MARIO RPG
Best Times on the Moleville Mountain Mine

Cart Ride (Volume 85)

Joe Doheney Bridgewater, MA
Mike Haley Marion, IL

Harry Bramer Brookfield, WI
Michael Senter Hohenwald, TN
Dennis Kincheloe Kansas City, MO
Danny Hiltz Lakeport, CA
Kazuhito Goto Greenburg, PA 2:16:15

Robert Burns Jr. Lcvittown, PA 2:16:25

Ben Joy Jamestown, ND 2:16:41

Sean Arnold Newport Beach, CA 2:16:70

Keith Sabalja

2:13:83

2:13:86

2:14:23

2:14:83

2:15:41

2:17:81

a, NY
Valdes

Clinton Hoebcher Brenham, TX

Diego Pardon Waterford, Ml

Marc Carpenter Salem, OR

2:17

2:18:60

2:18:90

2:19:01

2:19:50

2:19:81

Alan Sanchez

Barney Santiago

Steven Schade

Mark Shaw
Matt Shay

Jesse Shingleton

Bobby Sollars

Charles Steinkraus

James Stevenson

Dean Steward

Daniel Townsend

Michael Traung

Bryan Valerio

Mike Vollmer

Tung Vu

Kelley White

Mitchell Wilson

Tommy Wong
Tony Zas

Oak Harbor, WA
Rockford, IL

San Jose, CA
Aberdeen, WA
SL Marys, WV
SL Joseph, MO
Papillion, NE
Nassau, NY
Atlanta, TX

Northridge, CA
Los Angeles, CA
Saranac Lake, NY
Great Bend, NY
Westminster, CA
Atlanta, Ml

El Paso, TX

San Franciso, CA
Lubbock, TX

MEGA MAN X3
Completed the Blast Hornet Stage First

(Volume 88)

Brandon Abedar

Jonathan Albaugh

Todd Anderson

Ryan Barrett

Patrick Brady

Brian Carter

Thomas Casals

Logan Chefren

Honolulu, HI

Meadville, PA

Dearborn, Ml

Middletown, OH
Edison, NJ

Portland, OR
Miami, FL

Farmington, WV

PILOTWINGS 64
Fastest Times for Busting 20 Balloons and

Landing (Volume 89)

Chris Andrese Sussex, NJ 1:34:51

Scott Tresler Erie, PA 1:42:37

Josh Rupert Rochester, Wl 1 :51 :03

Wayne Carden Sanford, FL 1:51:91

David HendersonHouston, TX 1:52:80

Tom Young Lancaster, PA 2:04:17

Aaron Smith San Antonio, TX 2:1 3:48

Write your name, address and Member Number on Stamps. Include your Super NES or N64 in the Address entries to:

the back of your photo. Challenges in this issue photo of your high score. Dim the lights and then POWER PLAYERS' ARENA
must be received no later than March 10, 1997. The take a few photos without a flash. If you're taking P.O. BOX 97033

top qualifiers receive four Super Power a photo of a Game Boy, place it ori’a flat surface. REDMOND, WA 98073-9733

ENTER THE ARENA



Once you've karted this racer home, you'll

need to install seatbelts on your couch.

Funtastic isn't a word, but it should be. Once you've started

playing Nintendo's latest, Mario Kart 64, you'll see what we
j

mean. This is another must play Pak. A lone Karter can race in i

j

Grand Prix mode, trying to prove his or her superiority to the
[

I

quick-witted N64, or enter the Time Trial mode, hoping to set
| j

world records on different I I

courses. With the use of the
1

1

Controller Pak, you can save
j

your best races in Ghost 1

Mode and try to beat your
j

own best times. With two
]

players behind their I

Controller Sticks, you can
j

Q mnmpomR

» 4iwmm
ssa.

choose between the Grand

I
Prix, VS. and Battle Modes. If

!

three or four players com-

pete, they can play VS. or

Battle Mode. Each of the

eight characters have come
from hit Nintendo games to

join in the racing, and each

has special attributes, such as quick acceleration or good cor-

nering. As for the courses, there are four Cup Tournaments with

four races in each Cup for a

total of 1 6 courses. In addi-

tion to the roadrace tracks,

there are four Battle Mode
courses where the single

motivation is to knock off

the other players. You c

fire a wide variety of Koopa

shells, drop banana peels,

power-up your kart with Mushrooms or make use of several

other items found along the road. The lead tends to shift back

and forth, but you almost always have a chance to catch up to

the leader if you drive smart and get a little luck or the right

power item. Be sure to stop by and take a look at this month's

complete track and strategy review for Karters.

© Great fun. Four-player action. Excellent graphics and play control.

Individual screens in the four-player mode are too small to see
details on small televisions.



That's no varmint. That's Digger D. Mole, showing you how I

to have fun digging up dirt on Nintendo's Mole Mania for I

Game Boy. It's a new role for the mole in video gaming. Up I

to now, mole's have been I

the cannon fodder of arcade I

whack-a-mole games or 1

have made only brief 1

appearances, like the mole I

folk in Super Mario RPG. I

But now the day of the mole I

has arrived, and it's about I

time. In Mole Mania, you I

must navigate through dangerous territory, sometimes mov- I

ing above ground, sometimes digging tunnels beneath traps I

or obstacles in the two-layered action. The goal is to move a I

ball through the exit, but doing that isn't easy. You'll need I

solid planning, puzzle solving skills and a lot of inspiration, fl

Beginning with simple, tutorial stages. Mole Mania quickly I

becomes a brain-buster of the most engaging sort. While I

cursing the levels, you'll find it difficult to put down. That lit- I

tie voice in the back of your mind telling you to eat and 1

sleep will be drowned out by the imperative to dig around I

bombs and throw cab-

bages at enemies. For

those of you who remem-

ber HAL's old Lolo games,

you'll appreciate the mix

of action and puzzle ele-

ments. It's a perfect fit for

Game Boy and it's even

better on Super Game Boy

with lots of color and a catchy tune, we strongly recom- I

mend that you dig into this month's Power review.

©
©

Excellent puzzle action. Lots of challenge. Two-player mode.

Super Game Boy enhancements. Battery.

Uneven mix of easy puzzles and brain busters within a

single level.

jtToTFirirrrSUL.

for Game Boy fighters.Tiny-fisted

King of Fighters, like so many

classic fighting games, has

now made its way to the

Game Boy in a fun, fast form

from Nintendo. This is not a

serious fighting game, by any

means. Street Fighter 2 and Kl

fans, or fans of the original

SNK game, will be horrified at

the ease of thrashing opponents on the small screen. Instead,

think of it as good finger

exercise with a high reward

factor. If you pick it up and

turn it on, chances are

you'll win. On the other-

hand, winning can be fun.

The special moves are easy

to learn and more impres-

sive than those in

Toshinden (and, unlike that game, the screen text won't make

you question whether it was programmed on Mars.) Like all

fighting games, this one

made to be played in V:

Mode, so judging it by its Al

as misleading as judging a

basketball player on his abili-

ty to dance the Macarena. As

a two-player match, King of

Fighters' weaknesses become

its strengths—it is easy to

learn and fast—and its Super Game Boy features mean that

you can duel with a single Game Pak rather than the two

required for Game Linking.

^ Good for two-player action. Super Game Boy enhanced.

© Too easy

i-iFH-ttitrlr1AAA1
V0LUM93 Q



SunSoft's classic WB toon romp for Game
Boy returns.

Before there was Space Jam, there was Looney Tunes, and

instead of appearing on the silver screen, it appeared on the

black and white screen of Game Boy back in 1 992. Now you

can find the game again since SunSoft is rereleasing it What

you'll find is a classic platform game with seven stages of hop-

ping, flying, shooting and

running. Each stage fea-
j

tures a different Looney

Tunes hero and most stages
j

offer a different type of
j

play, but all of them are

easy to learn. The heroes

include Daffy, Tweety,

Porky, Taz, Speedy
j

Gonzales, Road Runner and Bugs. Michael Jordan is nowhere
j

to be found, but there's plenty of fun for one-player.

© Good graphics and play control.

Not overly challenging.

#T?rF!cL JUJLdJL

Are blood-sucking vampires getting you

down? Fight back with this classic pak.

The curse of the Belmonts is that they are forever hunting the

same quarry—Dracula. It must get frustrating, but for fans of the

Castlevania series from Konami, the thrill of the hunt never dies.

Part of the fascination with

these games is that they are

so easy to grasp, yet require

great skill to defeat.

Castlevania II: Belmont's

Revenge is no exception to

that rule. Your job is to take

back four castles from their

ghoulish occupants. Cracking your whip, throwing your axe and

hurling firebombs of Holy Water will clear out the evil beings.

That's when a new castle appears and you realize that Drac's

back! If you haven't played this or any of the Castlevania games,

you owe yourself a deliciously evil treat.

© Good graphics. Good play control. Medium challenge.

More of the same Castlevania action. No innovation.

you feel like a Wookie.
Following the success of Super Star Wars, LucasArts

Sculptured Software teamed up again to produce Super

Wars: The Empire Strikes Back. They didn't want simply

repeat their formula; they wanted to add to it. So in the

game, Luke was granted Force powers and the snow

stage raised Mode 7 flying to a new level. In many ways. Super
j!

Empire is the next best thing to Shadows of the Empire.

© Great graphics and sound. Involving.

S51 Play control can be touchy. Uneven challenge.

IiA.



So your mother was an Ewok and your father

was a Bantha? Have we got a game for you.

Super Star Wars: The Return

of the Jedi closed the series of

games from LucasArts and

Sculptured. In some ways it

was the strongest of the trilo-

gy, but in other areas it fell a

bit short. Two new characters

join the team, but the Mode 7

flying stages are not as good

as in Empire and some areas are very easy. Making up for

much of that is the challenge of the remaining stages in Super

Jedi. Battling the Rancor and searching the desert of Tatooine

will keep even the most rabid Jedi frothing for more.

Qk Beautiful graphics, great sound. A real Star Wars experience.

Twitchy play control and uneven difficulty.

If the idea of racing hot c

on alien planets appeals to

you, then Kemco's rerelease

of Top Gear 3000 for the

Super NES should be good

news. Granted, your car looks

a lot like a '70s muscle

machine, but it can achieve

top speeds of around 200

mph. Your tournament winnings can then be spent to spiff up

your car with new stuff such as engines and boosters. Top Gear

3000 isn't Mario Kart 64, but it is a fun Super NES racer that's

easy to pick up and play. Kemco's limited release may make it

difficult to find, but you can call Kemco consumer service a

the following toll free number: 1-888-287-7507.

|
Fast and easy to drive. Lots of tracks.

I
Pro's Picks -

If you like the s;

03 Scott-Sports, Simulations, Adventure

m Henry-Fighting, Action, Sports

GE Dan-Action, Adventure, Puzzles

le types of games as r pro players, then check for his or her seal of approval.

til Terry-RPGs, Simulations, Puzzles

ta Paul-Fighting, Sports, Simulations

ftl Leslie-RPGs, Simulations, Adventure

Power Meier
The Power Meter ratings

are derived from pro evalu-

ations using a five point

scale with five being the

highest score possible for a

category.

‘

1D5A RaNndar^ lndePenc*anl Digital Software Assoc.

—
ratings reflect appropriate ages for players.

To contact the IDSA regrading the rating system, call 1-800-771-3772.

Mature

(17+)

Games that were released prior to the

commencement of the ratings system are

designated NR.
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POOM64
L

ast summer Nintendo Power brought you the first

look at an early version of Doom 64 from Midway.

Now, the game is almost complete, so we thought

you might like to see how it is turning out. (Prepare

to salivate!) Wow! The graphics on this 3-D shooter were

enough to blow us away without a single shot being fired. The

realism of the textures used on the walls, floors, ceilings and

other structures in the game

.
world are simply the best

we've ever encoun-

tered in a video

game. The artists

at Midway's San

Diego develop-

ment house

also excelled at

creating sprites

for enemies.

The combination

;
vfrf,

c

• of using high-res

sprites, like the

characters in DKC 3,

super-detailed tex-

. Mm1
•"i

& ?

n e w « Source Extra

PUBLISHER - Midway

DEVELOPER - Midway

MEMORY SIZE - 64 Megabits

SAVE FEATURE - Controller Pak

ture maps on polygons turns out to be a winner. You get the best

of both methods. Fans of the PC Doom, Doom II and Quake

games will be stunned to

video game that runs

circles around what their

beloved platforms can

produce on the screen. As

for the action, the search

and destroy nature of pre-

vious Doom games has

been preserved and the

areas are all new. As a

space marine trying to

stop an invasion of aliens,

your mission is to destroy the invaders no matter what it takes.

Midway has promised Nintendo Power the first finished Alpha

version of the game,

which we will preview in

an upcoming issue. Until

then, feast on these N64
beauties and dream of

just how far gaming has

come, and how far it

can go.

tin



nother Nintendo

Game Boy offer-

li^Bk ing due out in

March or April is a

collection of classic

action games from the world

of Game & Watch. These

handheld, stand alone, Game

& Watch games from

Nintendo used simple LCD graphics in a series of simple action

games dating from 1980 to 1983. Although the action was often

limited in these games, the difficulty could become great as the

speed increased. Nintendo is now putting four of the most popular

Game & Watch games into a single Game Boy pak with updated

graphics and Super Game Boy enhancements. You can play with

the original, or classic graphics, to relive past glories, or switch to

the much prettier Modern mode featuring today's top Nintendo

characters. The games include Fire, Manhole, Octopus and Oil

Panic. In each, the task is something simple, like stealing the trea-

sure that is guarded by the Octopus, saving people jumping out of

windows in Fire, placing the manhole cover on the holes to prevent

pedestrians from falling into the sewer, or catching the dripping oil

in Oil Panic. Winners will be able to view the Game & Watch

NMENDO POWER

s ource ^xtra

PUBLISHER - Nintendo

DEVELOPER - HAL Laboratories

MEMORY SIZE - 4 Megabits

GAMES - 4 Game & Watch titles

SAVE FEATURE - Battery-backed memory

Gallery as a sort of prize, and learn more about those original four

games and a dozen or so other titles. You will be able to save your

game in the middle of

the action, as well.

Game & Watch

games won't be for

everybody since the

action is so simple,

but for players who

want a quick diver-

sion at a low price,

this Pak will be hard

to beat.
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looks like Acclaim is jumping onto the N64 bandwagon
ip a huge way. inside Pak Watch sources have revealed that

work will begin (or has begun already) on five new titles

fjorti Acclaim. Heading the list of new games is a racer from

the in-house devel-^
opment group at ~~

i
Probe. Ultimate '!*'*'• •

Racer, a racing game JO ;

using futuristic bike /. v

vehicles rather than - '

/ „ _ \ •

cars, will head the “f y \’ rr
.

y> ‘ A
list of new games.

| | y
“ =

. %
Quarterback Club

: \ vl

98, under develop- •

J
{

jj
U

ment at Acclaim's / *

j

v*—*

>

*

Iguana development LaMMiS! Jk
house, will probably

be the first football sim for the N64. This is particularly

exciting news now that Turok has proven Iguana's talent for

N64 development. Even better news is that work will begin

on Turok 2, also at Iguana. But that's not all. Probe will also

create an N64 title called Condemned, which is said to be

aj360 degree Descent-like game with movement in every

direction. Finally, Acclaim's third powerhouse developer.

Sculptured Software, will work on a WWF wrestling game.

Itjs been a while since we've heard from this Utah-based

developer, but Sculptured's track record is as good as they

come. Although the names of these games may change and

we have no set release dates, it seems likely that we will see

the first of these titles by the end of 1 997.

The finest adventure ever made for Game Boy (or possibly any

video game system) returns this spring when Nintendo re-

releases The Legend of Zelda: Link's Awakening. Link's sprawl-

ing, whimsical adventure

|

on the island of Koholinl

Eg
{

I - VJ contains everything you

could an

adventure and more

—

! dark dungeons, friends

j

Yl and allies, strange char-

Ka
j

I J actors, exploration, lots

'tems ai1c* weapons,

horrible enemies and a

twisting storyline to tie it all together. Link's Awakening first

appeared back in 1 993 and became an instant hit. It has domi-

nated the Power Charts every month since then, most often in

first place, which is a record unequaled by any other game. For

players who missed Link's Awakening the first time around, you

have a magical discovery waiting for you.

0) NINTENDO POWER

6R1FFEY BASEBALL
FOR GAME BOY
To celebrate the beginning of the 1 997 Major League base-

ball season, Nintendo will unveil a new Game Boy baseball

title featuring Ken Griffey Jr. in April. The game, currently in

development at Software Creations in the U.K., is a direct

translation of Ken Griffey Jr. Presents Major League Baseball,

the first Super NES game endorsed by the Mariners' all-star

outfielder. The new
game contains all

the features of the

original including

major league teams,

full and short sea-

sons, two-player

mode (with a Game
Link or Super Game
Boy) and the All-

Star game. The bat-

tery-backed memory in this four megabit pak will store your

season rankings and other information. There's even a four-

player Home Run derby option. The play mechanics are very

close to those in the original Super NES title: pitchers have

good control, batters can hit up or down for extra power,

and fielding includes

overhead radar to help

you zero in on the ball.

There's also an arcade

mode to help speed play

along, not to mention the

fun, arcade-style anima-

tions in which angry bat-

ters break bats over their

knees. The original Super NES Griffey was an all-star and this

Game Boy version looks like a sure bet for the MVP (Most

Valuable Pak.)

MORE ADORfl
THE N64

Flights of Fantasy, a weekly, satellite TV syndicated review show

covering movies and video games, nominated more Nintendo

games for awards than games from any other company. For the

FOF judges. Super Mario 64 turned out to be the best game of the

year. Super Mario

64 also won the

awards for Most

Fun and Best Play

Control while

Shadows of the

Empire won the

award for Best

Graphics. With

that in mind, get

ready for the



annual Power Awards in next month's issue. You'll have your chance

to vote on the best games of the year.

In other N64 news, it seems that Midway will now be working on

the N64 version of Quake, the best-selling sequel to the Doom series

of shooters from Id Software. Ocean sent us the first full screen shot

from its Mission: Impossible game, showing for the first time the

semi-transparent image of the player-character. In this picture, you

can also see a selected gadget, your weapon and a clock. Besides

looking very cool, the shot indicates how close Ocean is getting to a

playable version of Ml. We hope to report on a demo very soon.

Finally, we have unconfirmed (but highly reliable) information

that Konami will release its acclaimed soccer game, Perfect Striker, in

North America, perhaps as early as May or June. Perfect Striker was

considered one of the top N64 games shown at Shoshinkai last

November. It features ultra-realistic animation, great control and

unbelievable sound.

MAK1D KART 64
CHALLENGES JAPAN
Mario Kart 64 players in

Japan are locked in competi-

tion for the national title of

fastest Karter. At over 5,000

Nintendo Entertainment

Shops in Japan, Karters can

get Mario Kart Time Trial

cards and enter the competi-

tion by recording a time of

one minute, 30 seconds or

less on the Mario Raceway

track. The time is checked

on the Game Pak at one of

the official shop locations

and entered in the official records. 10,000 registered partici-

pants will receive special Golden N64 Controllers while the

people with the top 1,000 times will have their names pub-

lished on the World Wide Web and in Japanese gaming maga-

zines. The drivers with the top ten times will also appear on a

weekly Nintendo video game show. If you think all of this

sounds pretty cool, SO did we at Nintendo Power. So we decid-

ed to hold our own Mario Kart 64 Time Trial. You'll find the

details in the March issue of Power and on Nintendo Power

Source on AOL and the World Wide Web.

1.6 MILLION
AND GROWING
Nintendo of America sold over one and half million Nintendo 64s

in the first three months following the video game system's

release in North America, and even then the demand outstripped

the supply. If you haven't managed to find an N64 to call your

own, don’t despair. More N64s are arriving every day! With so

many new N64 owners, the same type of supply and demand

problem may arise when you try to find the inost popular games,

such as Super Mario 64, Star Wars: Shadows of the Empire and

Mario Kart 64. No one said it was going to be easy.

BLAST CORPS SPRING ‘97

DARK RIFT SUMMER ‘97

DOOM 64 SPRING ‘97

FIFA SOCCER 64 SPRING ‘97

GOLDENEYE 007 SPRING ‘97

HEXEN SUMMER ‘97

LAMBORGHINI 64 SUMMER ‘97

MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE SPRING ‘97

ROBOTECH: CRYSTAL DREAM SPRING ‘97

STAR FOX 64 SUMMER ‘97

TUR0K: DINOSAUR HUNTER SPRING ‘97

WAR GODS SUMMER ‘97

WCW FALL ‘97

BRUNSWICK'S WORLD TOURNAMENT

OF CHAMPIONS SUMMER ‘97

HARVEST MOON SPRING ‘97

TIMON & POOMBA SPRING ‘97

GAME & WATCH GALLERY* SPRING ‘97

HERCULES SPRING ‘97

THE HUNCHBACK OF NOTRE DAME SPRING ‘97

KIRBY’S STAR STACKER* SPRING ‘97

KEN GRIFFEY JR. BASEBALL* SPRING ‘97

LEGEND OF ZELDA: LINK’S AWAKENING” WINTER ‘97

'NAME UNDECIDED
-RERELEASED TITLE

VOLUME 93
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,t>s a iunSle out

there. If you don’t

S know the ways of

the wild, you’re
4- :c_. nothing but raptor

rations. Learn how
"21—^ - to live to see sun-

rise-or even the next level of Nintendo

Powers 'exclusive, in-depth, 12-page review

of Turi>k: Dinosaur Hunter.

KI GOLD
You've never seen anything

like this before. Master the

mega-moves the pros at

Nintendo use in KI Cold.

Volume 93 dissects all the air

juggles, Ultra Combos and

other cool options used by the

guys who are paid to play games!

Enter one of the hottest video game ‘

contests ever featured in Nintendo Ifc .,

Power! Send in your fastest times for

Mario Kart 64 and you might win a

gold N64 Controller! Does it sound too good4o be true?

Check out the details starting in the March issue!
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Yoshft Island, StreetFighter II (GB), Phantom 2040,NinjaGaidt
Trilogy,JudgeDredd, Arcade Classics,EarthwormJim (GB),

ChronoTrigger. Secret of the Stars, Digipen GameTrogramimn
College

.•d Alarm,VB
>k.Dragon:TheBruce I j

Story, Galaga/Galaxian,Donkey KongLana 2,The Syndicate,

ChronoTnggcr, Romance of theThreeKingdoms IV. Ill .incol

it M. Arakawa profile.

Volume 77 (Oct '95): SuperMario World 2: Yoshi's Island,

Batman Forever, Primal Rage, AAAIHE!Real Monsters,Mega
Mail 7. Vi meal Force. Fame Bomber, Aladdin (GB). Cmh/anon.
SeaetofEvermore,Super Mai'ioRPG preview,SpwrtsSeen

Volume 78 (Nov. '951: Mortal Koilibai 3,Spidermanand \fenom:
Separation Anxiety,BigSkyTrooper,Boogerman,Zoop,
Watcrworld (VB), Virtual LcagneBascball, Killer Instinct (GB),

SuperReturn of thejedi, Dcfcndcr/loust, Wizards Rcalm.Secrct
ofEvermore, NFS Anniversary Celebration,Sports Scene.

Volume 79 (Dec. *95): Donkey KongCountry 2: DiddyS Kent
Quest Vibrio Land (VB), Watcrworld,Sports Scene, WWF
WrestleMania-The ArcadeGame. Vegas Stakes(GB1Mortal
Kombat 3(GB),Mechivai rior3050,Urban Strike,Shoshinkai
Prcview.SecretofEvermore, 1

Volume 80 (Jan. '96): Earthwormjim 2,Shoshinkai TradeShow
Special,Revolution X,Doomreoopers: Mutant Chronicles.Breath
of Fire II, SecretofEvermore,Scooby Doo, PGATour '96, Final

Fight 3,Jack Bros. (VB), Tbtris Blast, TheGetaway, FrankThomas
BigHurt Baseball (GB).

Volume 81 (Feb. '96): Killer Instinct 2: Exclusive Arcade
Coverage. MegaMan XS,Mcch Wjmoi 3050,TbyStory
Syndicate, Nester'sFunky Bowling, Donkey KongCountr>’ 2:

lliddy's Kong Quest, Prehistorik Man, Ardy Lightfoot,Sirikor

Swim,Sports Scene,Breath of Fire II,Dragon Quest VI.

(Mar. '96): Super Mario RPG.CollegeSlam.3-D
"ramie Flea,Cutthroat Island.SuperMario KartN1 11.

:Smurfs (GB),Digipen Feature,Ken Griffey On-line,

i, Talesof Phantasia,Nintendo Power Awards

Tetris (VB),!

96(GB)Th<

.

Yoshi's Island,'

erPigs,KI2

Codes,SuperMario RPG,TacticsOgre,PocahoniayCollegeSlam,
The Legend of Zclria-A Link to the Past.

Volume 84 (May "96): Ken Criffeyjr.'s WinningRun, Mohawk X:

HeadphoneJack part one, Lobo.OlympicSummerGames (GB),

SuperMario All-Stars, The Makingof Mission: Impossible,NP
Asvard Winners, Blood of theChozo, CollegeSlam C lodes,

Cyberjocks,Super Mario RPG.Ltifia Il.-Riseof the Sinislrals part

Volume 85 (|une ‘96): Tliirty-onc-Page N64 exclusivegame pre-
view,OlympicSummerGames,Ken GriffeyJr.'s Winning Run
reading strategies,Mohawk& HeadphoneJack part two, Toy Storv

(GB),DragonheartSword of Hope II,Lufia ID Riseof the

Sinisreals part two.

ie 86 (July *96): E3Report PilotWings 64,Mortal Kombat

tone,I
, , /Super

World, Dragon I topper.Eyeof the Beholder, StarOcean,Swoi
I lope 1

1
part two.

Volume 87 (Aug. ‘96): Tetris Attack, Oscar,KirbySuper Star pan
one, Mario 64,FDASoccer “97, Urban Strike, Wayne Gretzky's 3-D
Hockey,Beat dieBoss part two, GameBoy Pocket Power Rangers
ZEO: Battle Racers,Zero Racers, Donkey KongLand 2, Marvel
Super Heroes: Warof theGems, Mole Mania, Fire Emblem,NES
EpS.

Volume 88 (Sep. ‘96): Super Mario 64, Pilot Wingsfrl, Realm,
KirbySuper Star, part two.DonkeyKongLand 2: Diddv'sKong
QuestPinocchio,N64 lAtuxich.t juis'n DSAllpriate.Turok:

'

Dinosaur Hunter, Donkey KongCountry 3: Dixie Kong's Double
Trouble,Princeof Peisia 2, Maui Mallard,SimCity,Wire 3010:The

: FighterAlpha, Ms. Pac Man,HyruleanAdventure
Super Mario RPG, Interview withSergeru Miyamoto.Teu is

Atrack (GB). Battlczonc/Stipcr Breakout

Volume 90 (Nov. '96): Donkey KongCounu y 3: Di xie Kong's
DoubleTrouble, WbveRace6kBlastCorps,Shad,n
Empirecomic, Star Wars,Super Mttrio 64,Sim City 2000. Maui
Mallard, KICard Game, Arcade's Greatest HiLs,Toshinden (GB),
LufiaD
Volume 91 (Dee. ‘96): Killer Instinct Gold, Wayne Gretzky's3-D
Hockey,NBA Hangtimc, Star Wars:Shadows o( the Empire,
Donkey KongCountry 3: Dixie Kong's DoubleTroublePan 2,

Ultimate Mortal Kombat 3, Marvel Super I Jeroes:War of th
r' rr"~ “ - “ ' -

j

aftheEmpire comii

Volume 92 (Jan. *97): Star Wires:Shadowsof titeEmpire, Special:
Shoshinkai Report, Mario Kan 64,NBA Hangtime, Cniis’n USA,
Donkey KongCountry 3:Dixie Kong'sDoubleTrouble—Tit
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Our goal is to try and preserve classic videogame magazines

from years gone by before they are lost forever.

Thanks goes out to all the people who make this possible.

From the original editors and writers,

to everyone involved in acquiring and digitizing these magazines.

People interested in helping us out, in whatever way possible.

Either by donating classic magazines, scanning, editing or distributing them,

visit us at http://www.retromags.com

We are only interested in preserving classic magazines

that are at least 5 yeans out ofprint.

We have no desire or intention to profit from these in any way.

So please, ifyou come across people trying to sell these releases, don't support them!

Thank You and ENJOY!


